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SPANIIiAMEMCyM
I

(FOREMOST PAPER IN HAR DING COUxNTY.)
wwnwjpsg "With Malice toward None, with Charity for AIL and with Firmness in the Right."
County. New Mexico, Saturday, January 14, 1922.
"The
i

YOiAjME XVIII

FUNERAL OF ELMER COLE OUR . EIGHTEENTH

.

BIRTH-

DAY

TO BE HELD FRIDAY
AFTERNOON

.

With this issue of the Spanish
American the paper completes its
eighteenth year of. work on' the
mesa. The paper was rounded
in 1903 by A,. S. Bushkevitz and
the first edition appeared on the
10th day of January. During
these eighteen years the paper
has not missed a single issue, o
the plant was completely
destroyed by fire in 1916, yet
the paper appeared the same
week in double sheet form. During the. life of the Spanish
it has been the leading
suokesman of the mesa and has
recorded the deaths, births and
marraiges of many hundreds of
people. The paper was printed
for a number of years on a small

The body of Private Elmer
Cole who was accidently killed in
France during the late war, arrived in Roy Wednesday afternoon and the funeral will be
held tomorrow afternoon (Friday) at 2 o'clock. The body
will be in charge of undertaker
Dodds until the funeral. The
Legion will have full
charcre of the funeral and Rev.
O. W. Hearn of East Las Vegas
will deliver the funeral oration.

i

'

Mrs.-Russel-

j

i

'
'

jobber but for the past 5 years
has been an 8 page, six column
paper. The SVA. has seen" several papers, started on the; mesa
and watched them slowly pass
into oblivion and today it, is the
BECK MOTOR CO LEASED BY leading paper of Harding County
& BOWMAN
Y

and will no doubt continue to be
for many years to come.
The present management has
had charge of the paper for the
past 18 month's and today it has
right at 1000 subscribers and is
read in two thirds of the homes
of the mesa. ' The paper is independent in politics and will con
tinue to be in the future, reserving at all time the right to work
for the man and not for politics.
The paper was run by one person for a number of years but
today employs three and four
men all the time and has one of
the best all around shops in
northeast New Mexico and is fit- ted to do any and all kinds of job
work on immediate notice.
The owners of the paper appreciate the patronage which has
been shown them during their
work with the paper and it is
their intention to .jnake the nineteenth year the best year in the

Tu-cumc-

Monday morning and will immed
iately install new equipment in
the work room and be ready for
business by the middle of th
week.
The new company wil be known as the Roy Garage and will
e
add a large vulcanizer, also
welding and battery service to the present equipment
and will make it one of the most
shops and garages of
the mesa. They have employed
Messrs E. L. Skinner and F. B.
Caudle two expert mecanicians,
who will have charge of the repair work and battery work.
Mr. Heyen comes from Tucum-ca- ri
and is the nephew of Mr.
Bowman. Mr. Bowman is , too
well known on the iíiésa too need
any introduction to the public.
The new firm asks for a portion
of the patronage of the mesa
and will tell you each week thru
the S. A. of their work and added equipment which they exacet-ylin-

te

1

paper's history

.

PROMINENT CLERGYMAN
IN ROY

Episcopal
of the Methodist
Church South of the western
pect to install as the business part of the United States is in
cy this week and vill deliver
demands it.
two important sermons rcxtSim
day morning at 11 o'clock :.r.d
C, E. Anderson arrived in Roy ibunaay evening at
:cry-- '
Tuesfrom La Porte Indiana last
to hear thl: -is
one
invited
day and will spend a few weeks ,nent minister at the Baptist
with his children here. He re- Church. Bishop Dubose is visports everything very quiet at iting the Clajton Circuit of the
La Porte and in the whole east. M. E. Church South of which
Mésser of Clayton is District
R. H. Bentley. Cashier of the presiding elder. Rev. Messer is in
Bank of Roy was a business vis- Roy this week looking over the
itor in Las Vegas and Wagon Roy Circuit and is well pleased
Mound Wednesday and Thurs- with the work being done at this
place by the local minister Rev.
day.
Wil'.ingham.
of
patrons
of
number
Quite a
e
Walter Cottingham the smiling
the Kephart, De Haven and
Roy
in
manager of the Springer LumSchool districts were
last Friday attending the met- ber Company of Mosquero wat;
a business visitor hi Springer
ing of the County Board of
and Roy lastMonday.
Car-ris-

i

j
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Gen-ove-

a-b-

knight-Campbe-

i

i

Come in and pick yours

while the line is complete.

Eleven

Oh Thou who dry'st the mourn!

ers'
How

tear,
dark this world would be.

If when deceived and wounded
here,
We coul not fly to Thee!
The friends who in our sunshine
live,
When winter comes, are flown
And he who has but tears to
give,
Must weep those tears alone ;
But Thou will heal that broken

"

.

$10.00
One of these eleven will suit you,
get one before they are gone,

1

,

the plant that
throw
Their fragrance from the wound
edpart,
Breathes sweetness out of woe.
Then sorrow touched by thee
grows bright,
With more than rapture's ray;
As darkness shows us worlds of
light
-

.

Ladies Winter Coats left that we
are closing cut at

loss.

heatr

W;l

Wé liaW"a''beáütifiií ííné
of John B. Stetson

$7.00

Which

-

ve

like

K
;

TWENTY-NIN- E

Childrens Coats, in all s zes. Regardless
of price these will be sold at

$4.95

We never saw by day.
i- Funeral services were held at
the Sylvester home at 2:30 oV
clock Wednesday afternoon, conducted by Rev. S. II. Jones, pastor of the Presbyterian church,
and were attended by members
of the dicerent orders to which
the deceased belonged, and many
sorrowing friends. The floral
offering was beautiful and pi'o-- f
use and attested to the high
esteem in which the deceased
was held in the community
The remains were laid to rest in
the family lot in Willow Hill.?

.

ROY TRADING COMPANY
A Profitable Place to Trade.

The wind of the past few days
has been; very disagreeable, blow
ing'at a f urious gale practically
all week, ana causing considerable, real estate to change hands.-

yene.

1

Dress Hats at

Bishop II. M. Dubose of Berkley California who is the bishop

nj

's

i

Ex-servi- ce

Messrs Baker and Schier owners oí the Beck 'Motor Co., Garage have leased the building and
equipment to Mr. Heyen of
and Mr. Tom Bowman of
Solana. The new proprietors will
take charge of the building next

COUNTY ROAD LAID OUT
OBITARY OF MRS MCMINIMY JUDGE LIEB APPOINTS JURY INFANT DIES SHORTLY AFTERBIRTH
COMMISSION FOR HARDThe county road from MosING COUNTY ,
Mrs. Nancy G. McMinimy was
The little infant daughter of quero to Roy was laid out by the
bora in Cartage, 111., February 20
Wed-goDistrict Judge Lieb of Raton Mr. and Mrs. Wolcott L. Russel County Commissioners last
1342 and passed away January
miles
due
four
north from
which was born early last Tues- -'
3, 1922 at the ripe old ge of 79 has appointed the members of day morning died Tuesday even-jin- g Mosquero, thence due west, to
Jury
Harding
Commission
the
of
year, 11 months and Id days.
about 4 o'clock. Mr. Russel the section line south of Salano
She was married to John A. County. The commission as ap- and his mother had gone to Rose thence north through Salano,
pointed
following
consists
of
the
McMinimy January 8, 1859. To
bud after
mother, thence west one mile to th Hastthis union was born five children members: R. E. Alldredge of 'Mrs. Nix and did not arrive in ings farm thence north to the
Roy,
Henry
Liebert of Mills and
One had preceded his mother to
Roy until late Wednesday even Breford corner east of Roy and
the next world, Collins Albert, Filberto Gallegas of Gallegos. ing and did not learn of the sad thence due west to Roy. The
who died November 25, 1910. at Messrs Alldredge and Liebert news until they reached Roy.
Commissioners will lay out the
the age of 47 years. Three are the democratic members of
alroad from Roy to Mills and from
to
be
The
seemed
babe
little
daughters and one son are liv the board and Mr. Gallegos is the right at first and Mr. Russel's Mills to Abbott and on north to
ing, and are here to mourn, the republican memder.
The commission will meet at friends were rejoicing with him the Colfax County line at their
loss of a most kind, loving and
on his first bora and he was anx next meeting.
devoted mother, as follows:-Mr- s. the county seat on the 22nd day jious to have Mrs. Nix with her
We believe the commissioners
F. W. Sylvester, Mrs. P. E. of January and form its organ- daughter and left early Tuesday used good judgement in laying
ization
and
of
arrange
a
list
Bonifas, Frankfort, Kansas. Mrs.
in the storm for her and return- out the road on these lines as it
F. A. Roy, Roy New Mexico,. J. names for prospective jurors ing late Wednesday found that ;will be of great benefit to the
will
be
placed
large
which
in the
W. McMinimy, Frankfort, Kandrawing wheel and later drawn his joy had been turned into the farmers of the western portion
sas.
of the county as well as give the
deepest grief.
In 1860 the young couple emi- out as jurors by the county clerk. The funeral took place f rom the public a goodroad to travel from
gentlemen
on
The
chosen
the
grated to Kansas to cast their
family home in the south west the Ozark Trails Highway at Lo- -'
lot with the poineers of our commission are among the oldest part of town Thursday morning gan to the Ocean to Ocean high'
county
and are
great state, stopping first at settlers, of the
and burial following in the Roy way at Springer,
Holton, Kansas, for a short time strong men for the position.
Cemetery.
The road will be graded all the
then later coming to PottawatoMr. and Mrs. Russel have the distance and bridges and culverts
mie county. Scarcely had they LITTLE GIRL PASSES AWAY sympathy of the entire commu- laced where necessary. TheState
setteld down to break up the virnity in their sorrow.
has given the County $60,000 to
gin soil and start the echoes of
be used on this road and the conMarcelina Madrid, the fifteen
civilization in a new country,
tracts for the work will be let
CARD OF THANKS
when the Civil War broke out year old daughter of Mrs.
within the next few' months.
Altho with a young wife and
Garcia died at the family
We wish to thank our friends
small children, the father heard home in the east part of town and relatives for
the assistance PARENTS' TEACHERS' ASSOthe call of his country and an- last Friday night after a short given us during the death of our CIATION GIVE LUNCHEON
swered it. For some three years illness from diptheria and was darling baoe. Your kind words
the husband and father fought buried the following day in the of sympathy will do much to asThe Parents' Teachers' Assocourageously on the
loy Cemetery. We understand suage the grief that is ours to ciation gave a chili dinner at the
the wife with equal cour- there are several cases of dipth- bear.
Home Bakery last Saturday. The
age and love of country fought eria in this part of town but all
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Russel. receipts which amounted to
her battles all alone, against families are quarantined and the
$30.00 will be. used in helptremendous odds at home, with County Health Officer does not
A. E. Dormán of Raton, travp' ing to defray the expenses of the
small children at her feet, the expect a further spread of the ling salesman for the
ll boys of the stock judging class
farm to manage and suffering disease. It might be well for
Music Co., was in Roy on their recent trip to Roswell.
the trials of those early pioneers. parents to have their children on business the first of the week.
We pause today to pay tribute vaccinated or tested for dipthRev. J. S. Russel of Dawson
of honor to theoe old veterans cf eria which can be done at either
Editor Floersheim of the Sprin attended the funeral of his little
hospital in tov.n at a very small ger Times was a business visitor grandchild last Wednesday at
our civilization.
Twenty-eigh- t
years &gy tho cost..'
j in Roy the first of this week.
this place.
husband left this world for the
next and mother found a reali
home with "her daughters.
Our "departed sister had mad-he- r
peace with God,,, and was"
RUI
member of, the United 'Brether?.
- Churchy
:
She .was a charter member of
the Woman's Relief Corps; a
member of the Rebekah,' Security Benefit Association,' and Royal Neighbors.
Altho delicate in health for
several years, she had learned
the art of being cheerful and hap
py," always radiating the sunshine of her soul, even when her
'.íealth was gradually failing her
soul alive. She was a great
reader, kept in touch with the
movements of the day, and taking a real interest in the affairs
at home where she was tenderly
cared for.
":
'
Besides the children, six grand
.
children, and great grandchild,
many friends and neighbors will
miss her and truly mourn her
es

.

HE EN

No." 52.

j

al-th-

Elmer joined the christian church and was converted under Rev.
Hearn and it is the desire of
his father and relatives that he
preach the funeral sermon. All
members of the American Legion
men are resuest-e- d
and
to be present at the funeral.
A full obituary will appear in
next weeks paper.

v

EVERY SILK WAIST IN THE
HOUSE, GEORGETE, CREPE
DE CHINE AND TUB SILK
AT

95 c

LOTS OF SPECIALS IN OUR
GROCERY DEPARTMENT
STOCK UP NOW
Dont forget to ask for your tickets

Floersheim Mercantile
Comp any

i

I

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

id)iejív)e:)
.:lifljyWii1l:M.Íi):V.
C

SPKCIAI, HUSH SEKVICH arcurrd If
you mention thU nnper when writing
firma below.
We develop film

10c a roll.

Eastman Kodaks. Cameras, Film and
Photographic Supplies.

Mail orders solicited. Catalojr free.
FOHIVS. 1020 16th St.. Denver. Colo.
COFKKE AND SPICES.
Prior on Coffeo
Pre-W-

ar

Send 11.00 for
maple, postpaid.
THE SHUT COFFEE
SPICE
CO., 2 lit and Hnkit 8U Draw, Colo.

t

9vzrmBi0Ñt Camilla

Alt MY GUOII.1,
Anderaon llroa. Army and Nnvy Store
.rajum id mif good, and camp (qulplMlu.

'n catalog from uearot tora.
I63T Arapihne St.. Denrer.
413 N. Union Am., Pueblo.
161T Capitol Aw.. CtwrmM. Wyo.

FI.OWKHS.
KI.OWKItS FOIl A 1.1, OCCASIONS.
Park Floral Co.. 1643 Broadway.
KODAK FINISHING.

VrtTk A VO
KANTNAN

AND

Dmm

COPYtelG-H-

lit

"MY LASSIE!"

FINIIHINtt.
flioU Matwlali Cauls).

KODAK

KODAK COMPANY.
Sixteenth Street. Denver. Colorado.
DIAMONDS AND WATCHES.
N
JEWEL11Y CO.
Mfg. and Kepalrlntr. All orders promptly
attended to. Est. 1879. 16th & Champa
Pi. HATING AND BUTTONS.
8

IIOHM-AI.LE-

for

pltitlnf,

beat

hola.

n
beaitltcblni. conrad button eud
frw catalog..
1523 Stout, Donm.

CANDIES, CAKES AND KAVOIIS
WEDDING and Uirthday Cakes, Dinner
Favors, Best Chocolates and Bon Bona,
packed to ship anywhere.
Wrlto for
prices and circular of suggestions.
HA UK'S, Mfra. of llest Candles, Denver.
CII1KOPIIACTIC

-

'T''MmEDmC'D?C

Free Consultation.

Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Clocks Run Faster at Night.
Berkeley, Calif. Here's the scientific explanation of why the alarm
clock goes off so early in the morning. Clocks run faster at night than
in daytime. W. W. Campbell, director
of Lick observatory of the University
of California, in his annual report to
the president of the university, announced that It. II. Tucker, an observatory astronomer, has made this
startling discovery regarding timepieces.
"The ultimate cause of the
phenomenon is obscure," the report
states, "but an exhaustive program of
observation so far has borne out the
hypothetical conclusion that clocks
run faster at night than in daytime."
The discovery Is of vast importance
to astronomers who depend upon clock,

Synopsis. Jane Harding, respectable and conservative old maid-b- ut
never too old to think of mar
rlage
with more money than
minded spinster. Miss Hlgglesby-Browninto financing an expedition to hunt for burled treasure on
Leeward island. Her niece, Virginia Harding, undertaking to stop
her, gets on the vessel and Is unwillingly carried along. By no
means concealing her distaste for
the expedition and her contempt
for its members, Virginia makes
the acquaintance of the Honorable
Talking with
Cnttibert Vane.
Dugald Shaw, leader of the expedition, Virginia very frankly expresses her views, practically accusing Shaw and the other members of the party, including a
personage
somewhat
uncertain
Captain Magnus, and a Bhady
"financier," Hamilton H. Tubbs. of
being In a conspiracy to defraud
Jane Harding. Landing on the
island Is a matter of some difficulty, Virginia being carried ashore
In the arms of Cuthbert Vane. The
party gets settled. Miss Browne
tells about the treasure. Virginia
declares herself out of It. The
dead sailor's map Is produced. Virginia finds a mystertouB dog, Crusoe. Virginia visits the wreck of
the Island Queen. The dog saves
Virginia from advances by Captain Magnus.
e,

Writ, tor

Trust Bldg.

THE 3QB3S - MERRILL

T

.

Chapter viii.
10

"Lassie, Lassie . . ."
Two or three days later occurred a
painful episode. The small unsuspected germ of it had lain ambushed in
a discourse of Mr. Shaw's, delivered
shortly after bur arrival on the island,
on the multifarious uses of the cocoa-palHe told how the Juice from the
s
nnexpanded
is drawn
off to form a potent toddy, so that
corrections.
where every prospect pleases man may
still be ' vile. Cookie, experimentally
Denver Woman Burned to Death.
disposed, set to work. Mr. Vane, also
Ranger, Texas. Mrs. C. E. Fry, 64, experimentally, sampled
the results,! of
of Denver, was burned to death here Cookie's efforts. The liquor had merewhen trapped 'in an apartment house ly been allowed to ferment, whereas
fire. Aftey having been guided safely a complicated process is necessary for
from the burning building by her son the manufacture of the true arrack,
she returned to the apartment when but enough had been achieved to bring
she became worried because her son about dire consequences for Cuthbert
the place to assist in Vane, who had found the liquid cool
had
fighting the flames.
and refreshing, and was skeptical

Figures Out German Debt.
"Berlin. A Berlin newspaper has
calculated that the German debt to the
gold marks-wo- uld
allies 132,000,000,000
gold
weigh, in twenty-marpieces, 52,000 tons. To transport it,
eighty-fivfreight trains of forty
trucks each would be needed, the
k

e

journal estimated.

flower-spathe-

about Its potency.
Aunt Jane took the matter very
hard, and rebuked the ribald mirth of
Mr. Tubbs. He had to shed tears over
"The
a devastating poem called
Drunkard's Home," before she would
forgive him. Cookie made his peace
by engaging to vote the prohibition
ticket at the next election.
Mr. Shaw was disturbed over Cuth
bert, who was not at all bad, only
queer and sleepy, and had to be led
away to slumber In retirement. Also,
it was exceptionally low tide and
Mr. Shaw had counted on taking advantage of it to work in the cave.
Now Cuthbert was laid up
"You and I will have to manage by

Cow Sets Record.
Champaign, 111. Raleigh Sibyl, University of Illinois Jersey cow, holds
the world's record for milk production
of living Jersey cows as a result of
y
record of
the production of a
18,847.4 pounds of milk.
ourselves, Magnus."
"Nothing doing boat got to be
patched up go out there without It
and get caught!" growled the captain.
lia helped thousands. Let us help you.
"Well, lend a hand, then. ' We can
Denver
catalop.
Write for
be ready with the boat inside an hour:"
Defrauded Chinese Merchants.
The captain hesitated queerly. His
Chinese
merchants of wandering eyes seemed to be searchBoston.
Manchester, N. H., and ing in every quarter for something
Providence,
they, did not. find. At last, he mumBoston have been defrauded' out of
bled that he thought he felt a touch
in
few
last
the
of
dollar
thousands
of the sun, and had decided to lay
weeks, according to estimates of po- off for the afternoon and make his way
lice here.. A metal badge with the across the Island. He said he wanted
words "Chicken Inspector" inscribed to shoot water-fow- l
and that they had
on it was the means whereby a man all been frightened, away from the
and young woman had swindled cove, but that with the glass he had
thickly about
Chinese restaurant owners. The two seen them from Lookout
'
are said to have entered many res- the other bay."Very well," said llie Scotchman
taurants and demanded to see the
chicken on hand. On examination of coldly. "I suppose you must suit your
the meat they condemned it as unfit, self. I can get the boat in shape withand under threat of fines and other out help, I dare say." I saw him prespenalties, persuaded the proprietors to ently looking in an annoyed and puzzled fashion after the vanishing figure
hand over "hush" money.
of the sailor.
Mr. Tubbs and the umbrellas soon
Japs Make Big Loan to Russia..
disappeared Into the woods. ' I belleye
A.
group of Osaka banker" the search for Bill Halllwell's tombTokio.
has lent 5,000,000 yen to the Vladivo- stone was no longer very actively purstok government, secured by goods sued, and that he and Aunt Jane and
stored in forty warehouses that are Violet spent their time ensconced In a
The snug little nook with hammocks and
controlled by the government.
money Is to be advanced against ship- cushions. I more than suspected Mr.
ments of yarn, woolen goods, steel and Tubbs of feeling that such a bird, In
rice to Japan to be marketed here and the hand as Aunt Jane was worth many
.abroad.
doubloons in the bush. But In spite
of uneasiness about the future, for the
present I rested secure in the certainty
Russians Smuggling Into Germany.
that they could not elope from the
taxsmugglers
are
Berlin. Russian
was tioone on
ing the resources of the customs of- Island, and that there metamorphose
It with authority to
Germany's
easton
guards
and
ficials
Into Mrs.' Hamlltop.."H.
ern frontiers. Large quantities of Aunt Jane
precious stones and gold rubles recent- Tubbs.
The waters of the cove had receded
ly have been taken from shabby looka fringe of rocks under the high
nntil
ing Individuals seeking entrance into
land of the point, usually covered, had
One of the smugglers had
Germany.
been left bare. I had watched the
a black bread sandwich studded with emergence of their blackj Jagged
diamonds, valued at millions of marks.
for some time before it occurred
Yet another was munching a loaf of to me that they offered a means of
discovered
was
which
filled
bread,
access to the cave. The cave place
with gold rubles.
Here
of fascination and mystery
,

305-da-

sun-face-

1

COMPANY

was the opportunity of all others to
explore it, unhampered by any one,
Just Crusoe and I alone, In the fashion that left me freest to Indulge my
dreams.
I waited until the Scotchman's back
was safely turned, because if he saw
me setting forth on this excursion he
was quite certain to command me to
return, and I had no intention of submitting to his dictatorial ways and
yet was not quite sure how I was successfully to defy him.
The retreating tide had left deep
pools behind, each a little cosmos of
fairy seaweeds and tiny scuttling
crabs and rich and wonderful forms of
life which were strange to me. Crusoe and I were very much Interested,
and lingered a good deal on the way.
But at last we reached the great archway, and passed with, a suddenness
which was like a plunge into cool
water from the hot glare of the tropic
sunshine into the green shadow of the
cavern.
two
At the lower end, between
arches, a black, water-wor- n
rock paving rang under one's feet. Further
In1 under the point the floor of the
cave was covered with white sand.
All the great shadowy place was murmuring like a vast
I wished I could visit the place in
darkness.
It would be thrice as mysterious, filled with Its hollow whispering echoes, as in the day. From
the ledge far above my head led off
those narrow, teasing crevices in which
the three explorers did their unreI could see the
warded burrowing.
strands of a rope ladder lying colled
at the edge of the shelf, where it was
secured by spikes. The men dragged
down the ladder with a boat-hoowhen
they wanted to ascend. I looked about
with a hope that perhaps they had left
the
somewhere.
I found no boat-hoobut Instead a
spade, which had been driven deep into,
the sand and left, too firmly Imbedded
for the tide to bear away. At once a
burning hope that I, alone and unassisted, might bring to light the treasure of the Bonny Lass seethed In my
veins. I jerked the spade loose and
fell to.
I now discovered the great truth that
digging for treasure is the most thrilling and absorbing occupation known
to man. Time ceased to be, and the
weight of the damp and
sand seemed that of feathers. This
temporary state of exaltation passed,
to be sure, and the sand got very
heavy, and my back ached, but still I
dug. Crusoe began to fuss about and
He came and tugged at my
bark.
skirt, uttering an uneasy whine.
"Be quiet, Crusoe!" I commanded,
threatening him with my spado. The
possessed
madness of the treasure-lus- t
me. I was panting now, and my
hnnds began to feel like baseball mitts,
sea-shel- l.

k

boat-hoo-

k

close-packe- d

ror was, I had no thought but that
somehow I could escape. That these
waters were for me the very face of
death, sure and relentless, terrible and
slow, did not at once seize hold upon
my heart.
Frantically I sprang for the entrance
on the cove. The floor of the cave was
sloping, and the water deepened swift
ly as I advanced. Soon I was flounder
ing to my knees, and on the instant a
great wave rushed in, drenching me to
the waist, dazing me with its spray
and uproar, and driving me back to
the far end of the cave.
With a dreadful hollow sucking
sound the surge retreated.
I stag
gered toward the archway that was
my only door to life. The water was
deeper now, and swiftly came anoth
er fierce inrush of the sea that drove

The Poet's Business.
The duty of the poet Is like unto
that of the naturalist ; It Is to pursue
and capture those rare specimens of
thought that have hitherto escaped the

hunter's net; incase In crystal-clea- r
diction these captive beauties of nature; and offer them, 'mid the
of their native haunts, for the
admiration, reverence and love of all
wild-flowe-

GIRL HUD
PAINFUL TIL1ES
This L tferj
and Statement Which
'

Mothers-R- ead

Follows

mankind.
NAME

Take

"BAYER" IS ON
GENUINE ASPIRIN

Tablets Without Fear, if
8ee the Safety "Bayer
Cross."

Vou

'

Portland, Indiana- .-! was troubled)
with irregularity and constipation an
wiwu wv
IWUU1U
because of
pains. Une Bun day
my aunt was visiting
na an1

f

ti
VvTA'

V

,

hA HflM

nop

tank Lvdia E.
Pinkham's Vege
table Compound ana
got well so mother!

s
i
you want the true,
Aspirin, as prescribed by physicians for
me back.
years, you must ask
would let me tryit. In
I fled to the far end of the cave, but over twenty-one- "
is doing me gooa ana
the sea pursued me. Swiftly the wa for "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin."
I praise it bighlyj
ter climbed it flung me against the The "Bayer Cross" Is stamped on
are welcome
ta
You
pack
each
appears
on
and
each
tablet
. ..
me back.
wall, then dragged
A
.1 ,.
-a
as
letter
Imita
""i'1"": p,
this
ose
against
age
your
protection
for
clutched at the naked rock with bleedFortland,
8,
Stella Newton, R. E.
tions. Advertisement
ing fingers.
Indiana.
Again, after a paroxysm
during
Mothers You should care fully guard!
Honest Parla.
which I had seemed to stand a great
daughter's health. Advise her oí
A black satchel containing $55,000
Sourdanger which comes from standing!
way off and listen to my own shrieks,
In cash was found on the seat of a
or wet feet, ttomhrdngj
there came to me a moment of calm. Paris omnibus one morning recently, around with coldoroverworking.
Doootj
heavy articles,
I knew that my one tenuous thread
writes a correspondent It had been let her overstudy.
of hppe lay In launching myself into
forgotten by a bank messenger, who
If she complains of headache, pains u
that wild flood that was tearing was greatly
relieved to find that the back or lower limbs, or if yon notice
through the cove. I was not a strong conductor of
the omnibus had duly de slowness of thought, nervousness or aw
swimmer, but a buoyant one. I might livered
It to the lost property office, ritabllity on the part of your daughter.)
find refuge on some
where It lay among umbrellas and odd
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-- I
rock on the shores of the cove at gloves
awaiting reclamation.
IS OU V&CClKHlb UÍOUU.UW AV JW
least I should perish in the open, in
SOUnU
to take, as it is especially
the sunlight, not trapped like a desadopted to relieve just such symptom.
Important to Mothers
perate rat. And I began to flght my
Examine carefully every bottle of Remember it contains nothing thát cao
way toward the opening.
injure andean be taken in safety.
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
And then a dreadful- vision flashed for Infants and children, and see that It
There's no use In running If you're
Honra thaacross my mind, weighted down my
.
Tif
not on the right road.
feet like, lead, choked back even the Signature
cry from my frozen Hps.
Sharks! In Use for Over SO Years.
CURES COLDS
LA GRIPPE
The black cutting fin, the livid belly, Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
the dreadful jaws opening no, no,
better to die here, better the clean
QUININE'
Easy to see through the people who p"CrVjtr
embrace of the waters if Indeed the
themselves.
spectacles
make
of
sharks did not come Into the cave.
Kf anrlnf Mr. Mill portrait una alaaaWrt.
And then I think I went quite mad.
At All DmtttttiO Cnti
Cuticura Comforts Baby's Skin
H. HIM. COMPANV, DLTROIT
I remember trying to climb. up to the
(IMI
When red, rough and itching, by hot
ledge which hung beetling fifteen feet
baths of Cuticura Soap and touches of
above. Afterward my poor hands
Cuticura Ointment.. Also make use
showed how desperately. And I renow and then of that exquisitely scented
once-went
slipped and'
member that
dusting powder, Cuticura Talcum, one
1 1
clear under, and how I choked and
1 R in
m
the indispensable Cuticura Toilet
strangled in the salt water. For my of
or
Ever,y
In
Trio. Advertisement.
mouth was. always open, screaming,
screaming continually.
It's queer how anxious people are 1
And when I saw the boat fighting Its to lend you money when you don't 1
V
way inch by Inch Into the cave I was need
it
"Tht Strteh isvufcm
sure that it was a vision, and that
VI
InthtSorintrJfc
Those who know a great deal can
only my own wild beseeching of him
Dealer
AffltYour
on
depended
be
amiable
to
enough
to save me had made the few of Du- be
If ht hawitthnn-Stn- d
dlrsct
ACCepC no BUDSIIlUXa
gald Shaw arise before my dying eyes. to tell it
Look Nam on Bucklts
lavltaNw
Dugald Shaw was still mending the
HoK&iprto25t
Strich Suspender Co.
I (awatatM-Now Is the time to do things; by
boat on the shore of the cove, and
I Ha Support, i9
Mian.
Adrian,
and by Is the time to do nothing.
this was a mocking phantom.
Only the warm human clasp of the
arms that drew me into the boat
made me believe in him.
The boat bobbed, quietly in the eddy
at the far end of the cave, while a wet,
sobbing, choking heap clung to Dugald Shaw. I clasped him about the
neck and would not let him go, for
fear that I should find myself alone
again, perishing In the dark water. My
head was on his breast, and he was
pressing back my wet hair with strong
and tender hands.
Build Firm "Stay-There- "
Flesh Increase Energy.
What was this he was saying? "My
If you want to quickly clean your skin and complexion, put some firm health? '
lassie, my little, little lassie !"
flesh on your bones, increase your nerve force and power and look and feel 100
And no less incredible than this It
per cent, better, simply try taking two of Maatin'i tiny yeast VITAMQN Tablet
was to feel his cheek pressed very
witn eacn meal ana watcn toe
gently, against my hair
results. Mastin's VITAMON
Tablets contain bighlyconcentra-te- d
came
After a little my
as well as
back to me. I stopped my senseless
the two other still more important vitamines (Fat soluble A
childish crying, lifted my head and
and Water soluble C) and ara
tried to speak. I could only whisper,
now being used by thousands.
"You came, you came!"
They positively will not upset
the stomach or cause gas, but,
"Of course I came!" he said huskon the contrary, are a great aid
ily. "There, don't tremble so you are
to digestion, to overcome constisafe safe in my arms I"
pation and as a general condiof the whole system. Pimtioner
After a while he lifted me into the
ples, boils and skin eruptions
stern and began to maneuver the boat
seem to vanish like magic, the
out of the cave. I suppose at another
complexion becomes fresh and
clear, the cheeks glow with ruddy
peril
should
have realized the
time I
health, the flesh becomes firm,
of it. The fierce flow through the
the eyes bright. Mastin's VITAarchway all but swamped us, the
MON Tableta are positively
guaranteed to give you new
to
us
against
threatened
hurl
the
energy and ambition and
health,
rocks, but I felt no fear.
He v had
í
Of what us ara fin futuro, with an Ufly,'
improve your appearance.
Do
come to save me, and he would. All
mottled kin, flabbjr fle,h, sunken chaaka,
not accept imitations or substipouches under the eyes or a careworn, sickly
tutes. ' You can get Mastin's looking
at once the dreadful shadow of the
lace? Let Vitamon .correct thai
VITAMON Tablets .from any conditions.
cavern was- - left behind, and the sungood druggist
shine immersed my chilled body" like
a draught of wine. I lay huddled In
ST-- T
JTk CTTTTTJ
Are Positively Guaranteed
the. stern,, my cheek - upon my, hand,
as he rowed swiftly across the cove and
to Put On Firm Flesh,
drove the boat upon the beach.
Clear the Skin and Increase
Ma
Everybody but Captain Magnus was
Energy When Taken With
THtomciNU
yeast
AND
Crusoe.
assembled there, "including
VlTAMINf
Every Meal or Money Back
CENUINE
TABLET
Crusoe It was who had given warning
of my danger. Like a wise little. dog,
when I Ignored his admonitions he had
run home. At first his uneasiness and
troubled barking hád got no notice.'
Once or twice the Scotchman, worried
We can always see what constitutes
by his fretfulness, had ordered him
a square deal when our Interests are
away.
Then across his preoccupied
not involved.
mind there flashed a doubt. He laid
down his tools and .spoke .'to ..the animal. Instantly Crusoe dashed .for the
rocks, barking and crying with eagerness.
...
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric add
He
Then Mr. Shaw understood.
are most dangerous betroubles
snatched the painter of the boat and
dragged it down the béach. r He was cause of their insidious attacks.
shoving off as Cookie, roused by Heed the first warning they give
Crusoe's barking,' appeared from the that they need attention by taking
seclusion of his afternoon siesta. To
W
him were borne the Scotchman's parting words :
"Virginia Harding in the ' cave
"
gj W
W
hot blankets may be drowning "
R.jUlP.I.Off.
"And at dat," said Cookie, relating
his part In the near tragedy with uncremedy
for
these
PETROLEUM JELLY
The world's standard
tion, "I jes' natchully plumped right disorders will often ward off these disdown on mah bones and wrestled with eases and strengthen the body against
further attacks. Three sizes, all druggists.
de Lawd in prayah."
blisters, burns,
Look foe lb Ban Gold Medal on erery bos
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Take Yeast Vitamon
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feline

A Shriek

Echoed Through

the Cave.

GOLD MEDAL

but still I dug. Crusoe had ceased to
Importune me; vaguely I was aware
that he had got tired and run off. I
tolled on, pausing now and then for
breath. I was leaning on my spade,
rather dejectedly considering the modest excavation I had achieved, when
I felt a little cool splash at my feet.
Dropping my spade I whirled around
and a shriek echoed through the
and accept no imitation
cavé as saw pouring into it the dark
Insidious torrent of the returning
Virginia finds a diary on the
Night and Mornlntf.
tide. '
Island Queen.
,
Haca Strong, Htalthy
, How had I forgotten it, that deadly
.UtheyTire,Itch,
Smart or Burn, if Sore,
thing, muttering to itself out there,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Irritated,
Inflamed oí
ready to spring back Uke an unleashed
Granulated, useMurine
TOUR
LYU
Ever
beast? Crusoe had warned me and
Than
More
Then.
Soothas, Refreshes. Safe for
then he had forsaken me, and I was
Beware of the man who knows It Iften. or Adult At all Druggists. Write for
alone.
all, especially If It happens to be your- Free Eye Book. Hula. Ert Itadj Cs Qktja
And yet at first, wild as my ter self. Boston Transcript
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Vaseline
For sores, broken
cuts
and all skin irri-

tations.
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EXTENTION WORKERS AND
FOR RENT: A nicely furnished
FARM BUREAU DELEGATES MEET AT STATE
room, will rent cheap. Downstair
COLLEGE
room. Enquire of A. F. Chavez
east
of J. E. Brown's home.
Extention workers and Farm
parts
all
delegates
from
Bureau
HAY FOR SALE
of New Mexico have gathered at
the New Mexico Agricultural Col L
have Grama Hay, Bine stem
lefeé lo attend the annual conferand
Cane Hay, will sell it baled
ence of Extension workers and
bundled
or loose, see or write:
Slate farm Bureau convention
Ernest Leatherman.
which are being held January 9
to 14 inclusive.
The extention forces consist TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
people, most of
of thirty-eigthem being located in the various Having dissolved partnership
counties of the state. Commit- in the firm of Judy and Gibson,
tees consisting of county work- I have purchased the interests of
ers, specialists and department Forrest Judy and also have takheads have been appointed to de en over all accounts. Those invelop a State Program in Exten- debted to the firm of Judy and
tion work in order to facilitate Gibson will please call and settle
the carrying on of the work dur- at once.
ing the coming year.
P.T.Gibson.
delegates
7?he Farm Bureau
are meeting in seperate session
NOTICE
and are taking matters of i
to the state organiza- ..I have a bill now past due,
tion. The Farm Bureau and Ex- This being the first of the year
tention forces are working in I must clean tip. Those indebtclose harmony for the develop- ed to me please make settlement.
resourment of the agricultural
F. S. Brown Motor Co.
'
ces of the state.
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The burning of thé Da Vargas Hotel in Santa Fe Wednesday night .removes " one of the
rinvtliprn
linirlmísrlra i
Viiomnn
II 1. V I V Pill. I'll. f nf
New Mexico. The old hotel made
new by various remoaungs ana
improvements, was built about
the time the Santa Fe Railroad
built its branch line into the
state capital. Its large French
plate glass mirrows, its roomy
dining room and lofty ceilings
were the pride of the southwest.
In the years that have passed
the hotel, first as the Palace and
V
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"Prompt and Efficient Servit"
We are ready to make your Abstracts now.

W. R. COPLEN, Manager

conditions are favorable in January. Most of the wheat that
has been planted in these sections is yet unsprouted. Some
of it came up, and lajjer died
from lack of moisture The ton
dition of all winter what in the
state is veiy unpromising at this
time.
For the United: ' States, the
winter wheat acreage amounts
to 44,293,000 acres, which is
98.6 of the revised acreage re-

Mosquero, New Mexico.

Mr. Farmer

ported for last year. The condition of the nation's crop js 76
percent, compared to 87.9 for
last year's crop at this time. The
cip is suffering for rain in Okla
homa, Texas, Wstern Kansas and
Nebraska and also New Mexico.
Returs from 28 leading wheat
producing counties of the world

IF you have grain for sale, see
Elevame at Mesa
tor. Cash paid on delivery.
Co-operati- ve

acreage oi
shows the 1921-2- 2
this crop to be 192,Q00,000
which is 2,000,000 more than
The
the average for 1914-1world's production 1921-2- 2 in 23
leading counties was 2.650,000,-00- 0
bu., of 150,000,000 bushels
increase over the 1914-J- 8
avert
aye.
The rye planted in the United
States this fall is 122 of that
planted last year, or 5,184.000
If you want to trade your N. APPROVAL OF HIGHWAY
acres. A condition of 92.2 for
PROJECTS ANNOUNCED
this crop is better by 1.7 points M. Farm for a farm in Mo. or
than the condition of last year's Ark.; write or see me.
J. B. Pr j:teij, Mills', N. M. Activity Shown Under Federal
crop on December 1. . The rye
acreage in New Mexico is ver.v
Aid plan During New
-- Hfcj
Fiscal year,
small.
NOTICE FARMERS
""- o
ti'
Service.)
The building
News
n
I will pay forty cents per
R. F. HARE, Agri. Statiscian.
pounds for snapped corn de- of highways with federal aid,
DRY CURING OF PORK
livered at Roy. Can use any which is proving so popula!' that
all efforts to defeat it at, tha
quantity.
hands of Congress have proved
George Ray.
'
futile, this being the plan proAll curing of meat in New Mexposed for financing education
ico should be done during the
through a new de partment
winter months and, as dry curNOTICE
curing takes longer than-brinI have on hand one New Chev- with a cabinet officer ,'at it's
ing, it would be best, to start rolet Touring Car 1921 which has head, is going oil rapidly, accordthe process not. later than Jan. never turned a wheel. Will sell ing to the Federal Bureau of
Public Roads.
After the meat has thoroly for $300-0During the first quarter, of the
cooled and all animal heat out
Co.
Motor
S.
Brown
F.
v
current fiscal year, or the three
of it each piece should be. rubHave you, a good farm for months ending September 30 last
bed well with the curing mixture
and packed- away in a box or on a trade' for irrigated land in Colfax highway projects in 38 states
lr
were approved .and federal aid
table, according to Extension Cir County.
..!
cular No. 66 of the New' Mexico ' If so write me what you have unds aggregating, $.1 0,389,516.58
J.' B. Procter, Mills; N. M. were allotted "toward, .their conAgricultural College. ' A good
100
of
struction by the Bureau of Pubmixture for the curing
ot .sau!tu( FOíía SALE CHEAPsix.cyl, lic Roads, United States Departlbs., of meat is
2 ounces of salt peter, 2 y lbs., endar Oakland Roadster in A 1 ment' of Agriculture. Additional
of sugar and peper to suit taste. ondition will sell for cash or part projects have been approved
After the meat has cured for cash and good bankable note. For since September 30 and others
are under consideration;
three days again rub it with the further particulars see R.
Cost Around $2.000,000.
Total
remaining mixture and pact it
Roy, N. M. Will sell also
The length of the projects apto cure. To secure the best re- - Six Room Home just completed.
..11
AVIJ
nMA J
uji :anM :q.n JW14J. If you are interested in .homes proved during the three months
itiiuw uin.
cure for every , ' pound m each see me and I Will give you good is 1:400 miles, exclusiveLof a num
bei of important bridges which,
piece of meat. Óné should al- terms,
when
constructed will t measure
ways remember in the; dressing
R. P.. Shay a, Company.
slightly
more than 2 miles in
and curing of pork that clean'JM
length,
told. Total cost of
facall
most
is
important
liness
the
v NOTICE
.
.
the approved projects is estimattor.,
,
.v'.-v-Thed at $25353.848.39 : total cost of
process of smoking helps
ed at $25,353, 848.89 total cost of
If you have any coal to be
to preserve, meat and gives a
TOvrn I will do it for mg the grand total up to $26,831
desirable flavor, .if "smoked slowly
994.72.' Of this sumjthe states
and with com cobs or green ap- you át 75 cents per ton.
ple wood as fuel. Never use soft ,1 will deliver any place in the will pay alxmt $16,500,000, or
Roy' for the above more than three-fifth- s
of the towood or wood with pitch in it. town ' of
'
price.
tal.
smoked
been
meat
has
After the
Projects approved during the
THE CITY DRAY.
and is agais cool, it should be
'
FÍ J. Seidel. Prop.
three months ending September
sacked.
Roy, New Mexico. 30 are located in Alabama, Ariz
A smoke house can be of any
onaArkansas, California, Colora
side but most farmers find that
house,
10
10
feet
by
8
foot
an
ROP. SALE High grade player do. Florida, Georgia, Idaho Indihigh gives very good satisfac- piano 100 records. This one of ana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine,
tion. The meat ' should hang the best pianos in the country. Maryland, Massachusetts, Michi
eigth feet from the floor so as Also various other pieces of fur- gan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Miss
ouri. Montana, Nebraska, New
to be kept a safe distance from niture. See Gray at Depot.
Hampshire, New Mexico.
temperature
of
the
The
thé fire.
North Dakota, Ohio, Okla
smokehouse should never exhoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Sou
ceed 125 degrees F. 48 hours is examined occasionally and
required to. smoke the meat prop with a stiff brush and trim tho th Dakota, Tennessee, Texas.
Virginia, Washington, West
moldy parts with a knife. Good
erly..
Virginia. Wisconsin and WyomAfter thé meat has been pack- ventilation retards mold
ing.
.
ed for,.safskeeping, it should be
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Western Electric Power Light .Plants
De

Laval Separators and. Milkers.

First Class Battery Work

cash.

Everything we sell, Guaranteed.

"

J

COMPANY, Inc.

.!

Fire Insurance

!

About 90
of the winter
wheat crop of the state is grown
without irrigation, cheifly1 in
Curry, Union and Colfax counties. As a result of lack of rainfall in this section during the fall
and winter months, the wheat
planted to date ámounts' to only
113,000 acres, or only about 60
of that planted last year. Some
wheat may yet be planted in

.

Roy Trading Co.

laws have
interfered with this work, however, only the immediate families of American citizens being
admitted.
This has limited the work ,of
transportating these people to
America, but it has correcpond- -'
ingly increased the need of the
people there, so that, direct re
lief is imperative.

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT

IRA BERNSTORF

.

side.
Recent imigration

MEXICO WINTER
ACREAGE GREATLY REDUCED

8.

-

ly to the offending party, but later as the De Vargas, has
"
FOR SALE BY
foreign
his neighbors and the association housed presidents and
.potentates, has been the scene
as well.
association is of a majority of tho ....l.ortr.nt
If
to command the respect of those political or legislative
with whom it deals, it must rec- or festive occasions. In those
ognize the fact that the offense days each room had its little
the
committed by the merchant no "drum" heater and it was
guests
custom
season
winter
for
Ihave taken the agency for
greater than when committed by
de-- 1
popular
once
to
'
leave
these
of the strongest Fire Insu- one
a farmer.
One of the most desirable and vices for roasting the human, f ra rn n pp f!n in tvi n i es doi n r bn siness
lasting kinds of relief work that me unattended and in all stages .. the state and
be glad to
has been carried on by the Near of inflamation. Many a New insure your property against
East Relief for the past four Mexico man who slept beside one fire, lightning, tornados etc.
remittance 'of these heaters carried with
years is its individual
I also Insure farm property.
' ;
thim fifty feet of rope with which
department.'
I appreciate your patronage.
This provides a measure where to effect a hasty escape in case fyH. Foster.
Roy, N. M.
by Armenians, Assyrians, Greeks ot' the always predicted fire.
But the hotel escaped all those
Russian and 'others in this counperils,
was modernized and, in so
SEWING WANTED
try may give direct assistance
'
seWing see me
to their designated relatives in far as possible, fire proofed-bI do all kinds
modern heating equipment, r... It
the Near East.
you have- that ..new dress
before
often happens thus to pioneers made. Prices reasonable. Tele?:
v This phase of relief work, orC
iginally organized as an emergen that they pass safely through phone-6.v.-s' K
only
consumed MrsW.'TfWeatherill.
to
be
.many
perils
cy measure;' When the banks
vere unable to transmit funds to in the midst of modern' comforts 741.P
'"'
the Near East has proved to be and fancied, securities
of such value that it is still beIf vou don't know whatv,you
Andres Trujillo and, wife were
ing continued except in those
want
Wd .the, .S..,A. Yovr;a will
attending
the
Roy
Saturday
in
sections where the banks are
find-iimthene.";
:
wedding
nuptials.;
Aragón
able to operate.
Since its exception the individual 'remittance department has
handled near 20,000 items, totalmiling nearly two and
J. I. CASE THRESHING MACHINE r
,.
dollars.
lion
COMPANY'S ; THRESHERS, .
In; the past the Near East ReTRACTORS and' POWER ;
lief, through this department
' '
EQUIPMENT.
has been instrumental in arran-

ging for the transportation of
refugees to America, all expenses
being borne by relatives on this

NEW

,

No thought apparently, is given to the fact that such practice
is dishonest, disreputable and
everything else that may tend to
destroy the confidence of those
.with whom the association, thru
its manager, must deal.
If any one of such offending
members should find on reaching
home after making purchase of
twenty yards of high grade mus
lin, that the merchant had cut
of but 19 yards of the muslin he
had bought and one yard of an
inferior grade, he would set up
a howl that would quicken the
dead and what he would have to
say to that merchant would certainly not look good in print.
And, if there were any other con
venient trading points, he would
probably patronize them instead. If he patronized the offending merchant further, he
would keep an "eagle eye" on
him to see that he was not cheat
ed again.
Yet we find occasionally a far
mer who, as á member of a cooperative marketiny association,
when the inspector's back is trun
ed, slip, into the car a few bales
of alfalfa hay that he knows to
be off grade and expects to retain that costumer's confidence
and respect.
Of course, such practices are
indulged in by few and perhaps
with little thought that such

f

fcfc

SToVE!

lege.

t1 1 F 17

VWOVA.0

NOÜ

06rUAN

MEMBERS SHOULD GUARD
REPUTATION OF THEIR COOPERATIVE
ASSOCIA
TOINS
marketing is to
If
do for the farmer what is expected of it, a way will have to be
found to overcome and effectually eliminate those who take advantage of every opportunity
they may have to fudge on grade
or weights, says the marketing
specialist of the agricultural Col-
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J, VA.. Wright ,cm..thaG,Q. Cable
Farm i: miles south of Roy.
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Ttlié basket ball game last Fri-
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Most successful business men owe their
Savings Account Habit.
.

.....

lie works."

That. lTinv hp. hnt for everv dol
lar thus obtained private industry which keeps the wheels of
commerce turning and our mil-

00

CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly
will grow.

it

We will cpen an account with you for as low as $1.00
We PAY. ó PER CENT

INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS

tax-exem- pt

ANK OF ROY
Cipi'.ai and
Surplus

;

$35,000.00

ARAGON-MADRI-

Rev. Father Vachon pronounce
ed the words last Saturday that
made Thomas Aragón and Rar
mona Madrid of west Solano,"
man and wife.
The wedding took place at the
St. Georges Church at 9 o'clock
sharp and was witnessed by a
number of friends and relatives
of the bride and groom.
The young couple is well
known in the Solano and LaCin-t- a
neighborhoods and come from
among our best Spanish American families.
Andres Trujillo and wife acted
as best man and bridesmaid.
The Spanish American
congratulations to the hap
py couple.

y

ex-t2n- ds

Tax-exem-

pt

:

o-

'

i

i

D

securities are a
direct detriment to the starting
NOTICE
of new enterprises and are
normal industrial grow
All business houses of Roy will
th in this nation as they absorb be closed from 2. until 4 P. M.
the bulk of surplus iunds whicn l;Friday, January 13th, so that all
would otherwise be seeking com- may attend the funeral of Primercial channels for investment. vate E!ntcr Cela.
-

-

'

,

lions of people employed when
seeking money must pay two dol
lars in order to make up the tax
lost on the billions of weath escaping all forms of taxation' in
securities.
Thus do the people finally pay
the bill in increased commodity
"
prices.

,

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE

le

non-tarab-

j

.

PETER TO PAY

PAUL
The argument advanced in fagoveiiiment,
vor of
state and municiple securities
are that in tnis manner fmoneyi
is obtained more cheaply tor pud

i

the

1922.

, ROBBING

.

success to

.

IN--

day between Roy and Solano
Out look for business Stability
was very exciting, Roy had the in 1922 is improving-Wag- es
still
start and kept it to the finish going downward and building ope
The final score was 17 to 11 in rations increasing-Railroa- ds
buy
Roy's favor.
ling lumber and freight rates re-- !
Louis Waters was absent Mon- - duced east and west.
day on account of sickness.
Albuquerque
First National
Avolt Wendland is still absent. has $5,000,000 deposits, and
We are having reading examin
resources.
ations this week, we have finish Raton
Large body of ore oped our book and this is the last ened in Klondyke mine, a power
examination on reading.
and compressos plant has been
The following are the ranks in installed.
,
their studies:
Plans are being
Lordsburg
Arithmetic:
drawn for a 100 ton cyanide
Aurel Young, Effie Cole Kat- plant at Volcano mine.
harine Gray, Robert Elder, HarPlan to consolidate principal
old Gunn, Harold Plumlee John mines m urgan mountain dis
Scott, Edward Farley Robert trict east of Las Cruces being
Woodman, Ivan, Johnson. 1st. ; perfected by New York iterests.
Aliena Pendleton, Fay Wilkinson, Albuquerque- - One or two stron
Violet Emerson, Edith Farley gly financed groupes of wild cat- Josheph Rhyne, ?id. ; Dessie Gil- - tei's will start drilling in tin's imstrap, Edith Emma Hombaker, mediate vicinity early in 1922.
:
'
'
3rd."
Albuquerque
First National
Bank has asked for bids on a 10
English:
Nellie' Kitchell, Alena Pendle- story bank and office building
ton, Edith Farley, Aurel Young,
Extensive preparations for the

The Only Road To Success

If,

Roy. Harding County, 'New Mexicti, Sáfa relay, 'January

n,

Edith Emma' Hombaker, Kath- resumption of, work- on, Phelps-Dodg- e
properties' at Hurley and
arine Gray, Edward Farley. Jos.
Rhyne, Robert Woodman, Bennie Santa. Rita aré under way.
Contracts have been
Wendland, 1st ; Etta Gibson liar Santa Fe
old Gunn, Ivan Johnson, 2nd.; let for" 7.5 miles of paved road
Effie Cole, Violet Emerson, John and 17.3 miles of gravel surface
road at a total cost of $136.624.
Scott, Robert Elder, 3rd.
Clovis
3500 turkeys valued at
Reading:
Dessie Gilstrap, 1st.; Robert $12,000 shipped from here in
Elder, John Scott, 2nd.; Nellie past 30 days. '
v
Santa Fe Highway department
Kitchell. 3rd.
lets contract for 30.8 miles of
History: '
Wood-mar- t, road to cost $274,875.
Robert
Johnson
Ivan
SLABS PROTECT THE GRASS
Construction work started on Pe1st.; Katharine Gray
Jos. cos River Bridge, at Hagerman .
Young,
Aurel
Farley,
Ornamental Garden Walk of.Peculiai
concrete bridThe
Rhyne, Robert Elder, 2nd.; Etta
Design Hat Been Found to Servo
ges to be built at Las Cruces.
Gibson, Alena Pendleton, 3rd.
Purpose Admirably.
Santa Fe 383,&86 head of catSpelling:
An old Dutch method of making or
Robert Woodman, 1st.; Nellie tle were marketed from New
linmcntiil garden walks was to form Kitchell, Edith Farley Dessie
Mexico in 1921, a decrease of
tesNGllated patterns by the use of con21,743 from 1920.
Edward Farley, 2nd;
crete slabs In combination with the
Las Cruces
Work to start at
Emma Hornbaker, 3rd.
grass sod.
The owner of extensive
once on 6.8 miles of paved road
month:
last
Average
for
General
used
grounds at Colorado Springs has
Edward Farley 1st.; Edith Far between here and El Paso to cost
this method for the construction of

'

-

Miss Fem De Pew spent her
Xmas vacation in El Paso with
her brother Chauncy. They report a fine time-Jjuthe week
ended entirely too soon. Miss
Fern returned to Lordsburg-- , N.
M. Sunday where she will finish i
this temí of school. She writes
that Chauncy is getting along
fine.
t

I

,

--

' '

11

F. IIEiVIlY

COMTRACTOIi

V

Cement,, Stucco and Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO

E-di- th

Quite a number of young folks
attended a dance at Mosquero
last Saturday night.

w

Mrs. Henry Stone returned to
the ranch in Le Cinta last Saturday aftr spending several weeks
at the home of her daughter Mrs
R. Kilmurray.

;

Gil-stra-

p,

E-di- th

ley. 2nd. ; Aurel Young, 3rd.

$125,371.

.

Lordsburg

Ruth mine being
a large scale..
, Cappers'
Cappers'
Weekly,
Virginia parties have taken
Farmer and Household. All 3 for lease and bond on the Brock mine
develop$1.00 a year. In clubs with your and will do extensive
''"' '
facorite magazine at special rate; ment;: '
Lowest club rates, on all leading Silver City Hecla Divide Mining Co., has acquired all the
magazines.

Mrs. Emma L. Leonhard of
Mills attended the meeting of the
County Board of Education at
Mosquero last Monday.

developed

on.

ATTENTION

:

Mr. Bennett who with Mr.
Jackson bought the Mills Pool
Hall and mean to install therein a Tailor Shop in connection

v

f.'f-,...í

Fred Deubler who has been
visiting his brother L. E. Dau-blat this place the past several weeks returned to his home

P

er

i'

-

ü

Mi'--

ti

last

Floyd Ratcliff and family of
Colorádo are spending the week
at the Sam Ratcliff and Wm.
Hill homes. '"'

The Idea of "Watch Your
Been Used Literally by
Gardener in Laying Out
Stons Slabs Havs Been
the Middle of the Turf.
.

J.. E. Busey and son, Leslie of
Sedan spent several days this
week with their son and brother what
walk.
L. R. Busey of this place.
Fred.; Campbell of Gloriette
fepent two or three days in Roy
last week attending to business

matters and visiting friends.

issiisaaaaaass

'

Step" Has
a Western
His Walk,
Placed In

he calls a "watch your step"
The slabs are placed In the
turf so that they correspond to the
footsteps of a person walking along
the garden path, and It Is possible to
traverse the whole length of It without stepping on the grass. Popular
Mechanics Magazine.

VlVYTllTrnnnfWV
;

i-

Roy, N. Mj principal

mines in Pinos Altos

ílaviñg taken over the Garage which was formerly known as the Beck Motor Co., we are
ready to serve you in our best capacity:

district and will operate on a larA,

Oklahoma

té i

R. S. Wood,

with the present business.

ft Ceiling,

--

"

''

The children of F. A. Bruce are ge scale.
reported suffering wjtli a mild at : The great enemy of investment development and the maim
tack of scarlet fever.
tenance of payrolls is the nightmare of taxation which the averMaxwell
of
Gilstrap
Mrs. Joe
age industry must meet.
visited at the parential Lusk
De Moines' disastrous experweek;
home the latter part of last
ience proved beyond question
that it is practically impossible
C. W. B. Leatherman attended for a great city to get along with
to business at the County Seat out the cheap, certain and extenlast Monday and Tuesday.
sive service to suburban district
which is giyen by the modern, el' 1' riHomsbv'of Dawson, who ectric railway system.
Practically no new railroads
! has been visiting friends and rel
were built in the. U. S. in 1921
lett
vicinity
Roy,
of
atives in the
but 1200 miles of track were tak
Thursday for his home.
en up too much regulation.
San Francisco Chronicle commenting on death, of Henry Wat-- ,
WANTED
.have ;: beWashings and ironings, charg- terson ;.
come
must re
institutions
and
151
B.
Pholte
es reasonable.
flect composite- - views and ''not

Our work must be

must

be.

right and our customers

satisfied in every particular.

Gasoline, Oils and

.

Greases

The Roy Garage

.

'"

The Roy Drug' Store'"?

:

'

.

.

Baker & Scheier, Pmprietors''

those of any iridmduaTeclitor.
It! is éssehtíal that e prpduce
a Iarg? percetag? of our pwn sugar and Hot be left at the mercy
of foreign .growers and suecula
tors. Tosdo this ttemustpirV
tect the .sugar industry "!i .;",;i'

""V

Woman fn CMo Affair.
There Is pronilM of betters tbliigs
for ConpecÜCBt lq the fact, that the
of. .Worowí Voters of. that state
Has 8nt 'ftft a questionnaire befitting
the Slogan,., ''Know Tour Qwn Town.1;
9Phls Ifidtftd W weil 'wprtji doing for,
h Bforroatlo, t.W.jObtalrjed,
for tbe local córanuakles, and
as;a basis 'of future estate leglslatlou.
Bnt 'no doubt, the most; important
factor hi the activity la, as the work
ers eeft to think, the awakening
among women of an Interest In civic
!affalrs. The neighborhood, I certain
to bold Interest fpfyanyone,, and so Is
' good starting pointrrChrlstian
'

,''.

-

BOOKS STATIONERY WRITING
r
MATERIALS

latest

Magazines a n d Periodicals
Daily Papers- - Hand us your subscription for any magazine or paper you
wish to take by the year.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
M. D. GIBBS, Prop.

parts, also tires and other accessories. Bring
us your repair work and let Us guarantee it.

;.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Also a complete line of the

We have received a shipment of new Ford

1

.

'"ií'

..'...',',.

,;

,

Is the

When your automobile

,,;

Seattle Saves Money.
Seattle, W'ash., l8 saving Its citizens
approximately $1,000,000 a year by
reason of the lower rates It enjoys ioir
electricity through Its municipal plant
ÍThe retail rate is 6 cents per kilowatt
hour, whereas the rate under private
ownership was 8
cesta.

County Clerk Anderson and
deputy Clerk Lopez spent Saturday and Sunday with relativces
in Roy.

starts balking, then

?

v..

..

S

We can fix it

Tfou? tractor should be overhauled for

the

next seasons run, bring it to us,

We can fix it
In fact anything in the line of engine work
that you would like to have worked over,

We can fix it

-

Reece Reynolds called on the
and ordered the paper sent
to his sister, Mrs. Wood, at AbS. A.

bott.

d

is the time to bring it to us,

Scl-'in-

Monitor.

By-wor-

-

'

É. B. Branch who is assisting
in the Post Office at Mills spent
Sunday with Roy relatives.

The Service Garage

J

...

ding County, New Mexico, Satu rday. January' 14, 1922.

The Spanish' American, Roy Har
SOLANO

...

BlovrJ Blow Blow! This is just
exactly, what the wind has been
doing in our. part of the world,
and did you say dissagreeable?
Oh! no! Not at all. But gay didj
you ever notice how awfully dis-- 1
agreeable it is when people get to '
blowing just for the sake of hav-By BERNARD M. BARUCH
jng something to do ? Some peo
pie like to blow about position
others money and sometimes t.
lent. But anyway lets be earful
(Reprinted from Atlantic Monthly)
not to .get the habit and we will
be happier as well as the people
i
v.
who would have to listen to us. or their inuMlity to meet .uinrtptirns r
world Is In a ferpay
nnU
Imw,
current
whole
to
The'
bills,
rural
uuokin
play
Girls
Basket
Ball
Solano's
from
tlieir
ills,
relief
tlicy
are
there is an an
unrest,
ment
and
ef
ed the Roy Girls, at Roy, Friday
lo form pools, inanurii ti? f;rm paralleled volume and intensity of deOur girls were a bit ei'S' strikes, mid tlei"". imtl legislation
afternoon.
protcst. ami '
excited the. first half we must ilii'lisliiilK (rain exelinnes, private termined, if not angry.Hcctipatlonal
conswiir.miiig of
oia!iioi:s
confess though they forgot their cattle markets, and the like, we ousbt
political
groupings,
ferences,

Some Aspects of the
Farmers' Problems

ADMINISTRATION WILL
PUSH SOLDIER BONUS

Provision will be made for Soldiers Before End of Present
Session of Congress
'
Washing ton, Jan. 7 A soldier
bonus law will be enacted before

adjournment of the present session of congress, according to a
decision reached by a white
house conference tonight between President Harding, and ad
ministration leaders in and out

J

of congress.
Means of raising ths money for
the soldier bonus was discussed
but no agreement v as reached.
it was decided to try first the
scheme of arranging for the pro
:eeds of the foreign debt refundinterest
ing b?.ll. If it is found imprac
maviMiieiHs anil propaganda. Such a tical congress will
fell back on a
tuuumil cannot but arrest our atten- sales tax.
tion. Indeed", It. dci'.iaads.- our. carefu'
It was also decidsd that the
suifty nii.es;;iiil:ia;'i.un. It '1s not like
foreign
debt refunding bill would
y that six 'million aloof and ruggedl.v
Be pushed to immediate action.
together
i;!ílc:í'niK'iit men have come
The form in which it passes the
into :iii'ivc
iUit!
handed themselves
louse will be adhered to as close
so
societies',
and
unions,
farm bureaus,
ly as possible in the senate, it
forth, for no sullk'ieut caused
vvas said.
Investigation of the subject concluAn agreement wes reached to
sively proves that, while there is much
push
the tariff immediately af
.overstatement of grievances and mi'"'
conception of remertfbs, the farmers' ter tmal action on the foreign
are righf in complaining of wrongs debt and soldier bonus measurlong endured, and right in holdingVhai es so that congress can adjourn
it is feasible to relieve their Ills with late in the spring with a record
benefit to the rest of fhe community. of three outstanding measures
This being the case of an Industry to place beiore the countrv.

.S.tf'V

,V.

Hi

mil

'!

'írv-y-j

'

phin-nln-

fifteen minutes

fetar the last

and worked like heroines but nev
er the less Roy won b ysix píonts
.. We found the Roy girls fair
tmd square and givé them fifteen '"Rahs". We hope to meet
Roy soon on our own grounds
and strongly believe that we will
come out of the battle, winners.
Quite a number of our young
folks attended the dance at the
Arnold home in the La. Cinta
Canyon Saturday night. All report a pléasent time.
Miss Rose Broyles spent from
Saturday till Sunday in the home
of Cecil Holderness.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Wiesdorfer,
from Wagner district, motored
to our city Sunday.
Rev. Massagee filled his appointment at the Union Church
Saturday night and Sunday. A

not hastily to brand theia as economic
heretics and highwaymen, and hurl at
them the. charse' of ben, seekers. .oí
special privilege,
Rather, we sUnuhl
ask if their trouble a not ours, ainl
see what can be done to improve. he
situation.
Purely from
if for no higher ' motive, we should
110,'p them. All of us'want to get hai l;
iioriunently to "normalcy ;" bn; is it
reasonable to l;ope Mr' Mint condition
(nless our greatest and most basic in
dustry can he put on a sound and sob-- :
permanent foundation? The faWncr
are not entitled to special privileges
hut are they not riylit in demamiin
that they be placed on tin equal fool
In
with the buyers of their produo'ií
and with other industries?
I

i.

7i

r--

.1

Let' us, then, consider some of tin.
farmer's grievances, and see bow far
they nre real. In doing so, ve shouhi
mnenrber that, while there have been,
and still Hre, Insi anees of piirposefu!

fashioned basket dinner abuse, the subject should not lie ap
was spread at the church and proacbed with any general Imputation
though we hear of "hard times" to existing distributive ugencies of dewe failed to think of hard times liberately Intentional oppression, but
during this noon hour.
rather with the conception that the
Mr. Ira Bernstoff was shaking marketing of farm products lias not
hands with old friends in Solano been inodernled.
good old

Wednesday-Mr. and Mrs. R, L.
!

Yarbrough
motored out to their ranch Tues-

An ancient evil, and a
one, is the undergradlng of
with (Ve "result that

persisten'
j
farm
whet the
prod-iictS-

day evening, to look after then-ranc- fiu'ihCfS Seii as of one quality U reinterests and to their sur- sold as of n higher. That this sort ot
prise found the ground white chicanery should persist on any itn
days of busl
with snow and it had been so for portant scale in thesescorn
ness Integrity would
almost in
Several days. Now doesn't that
credible, but there is imich evidenc.
Persound like a fish story?
tliat it does so persist. Kven as
haps pur time will be next:
write, the newspapers' announce the
A real community singing was suspension
of several firms from the
enjoyéd by big, little and old and STew York rroduce Exchange for exyoung in the parential home of porting to Germany as No. 2 wheat
Mr. and Mrs. F. AL Hütfhés Sun- whole shipload of grossly Inferior whfi
day evening. The largest and mixed wih oats, chaff and the like.
most interesting crowd that has Another evil is that of Inaccurate
gathered in Solano for song, ser-- weighing of, farm products, which, It
vice for several years."
Is charged, Is sometimes a matter of
Miss Rosa Dean spent the week dishonest Intention and sometimes of
end with Miss Mary Laughter. protective policy on the part of the
Miss Laughter is improving but local buyer, who fears that he may
is not Quite over the attack of ap "weigh out" more than he "weighs In."
A greater grievance Is that at prespendicitis she had some time ago.
-

1

'

Í REAL SERVICE
The. average American is used
to quick action.
If central fails to say "Number" within five seconds after
the telephoned receiver is removed we complain about ser
.

ViCC

v.

.:.."

,':V

As is often the case, we fail
to appreciate advantages close to
home.:'; Over the governmeni
telephone lines. in European
countries it, is sometimes necessary torhake application to talk
several, hours ahead of time and
then wait your tuin for your call
-

to be '(.placed. In addition,
busy circuits, conversations are
often limited to from 3 to 6 minutes. 'iAt the end of that time,
your connection will be cut and
you must make a new application and wait several hours more.
This, is government service in
on

-

long would we
tolerate such a condition from
t)ur private companies in AmerEurope.

How

.

ica?
Private initiative and enterprise which' depend on' public
good wilt for support always ren
der better service than government monopoly which is unaffected one way or the other ;by in
convenience or expense of cus'
tomers.

JUDGE COLIN NEBLETT AND
MAZIE MOORE MARRIED

Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 10 Reports iave been received in Santa Fe announcinsr the marriage
of Colin Neblett, United States
Distnct Judge to Mrs. Alazie
Moore in Philidelphia last week.
Mrs. Neblett was a resident of
Santa Fe until about two years
ago, when she moved to California.

Judge Neblett left Santa Fe
during Christmas week, without
telliner his friends of his real mis

It was supposed that he
had gone to his mother s home
in Vireñnia for a visit. 'He will
iconduct a term of Court in Den-ivin February returning to
Santa Fe in the latter part ot the
month or early in March.
,sion.

er

I

,

:

We have cause

in ev?rr v.rr-tc fee' proud
we
are as a nation too
but
n

of our country,
little nformed as tc the activities and actual

benefits o? out Government. To remedy this situation
locally we have secured, 'be excusie right" to
a series of attrae;"eiy J)us rsted folders and
book'sts .in which an irsr, new toó aitsresing
facts abr.ut Our Govmmc-..- : ind hew we ali thare
v
its beneficent influence.
fis-tnb-

wiT 2Íad!y send one oi hir se each month to
those whe will "eqjes 't, 3 'u a rermanent conpresent
tainer for this valuable nformation we
a substantial browti and óíd oortfo io upon personal
cat at this Institution. No obügation.
at.--

,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Capital and Surplus $60,000.00
MKMBKB FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
" A good bank for everyone "

in the raw malerial

that contributes,

of the naform alone, about
Bishop DuBose the Bishop of
!. Of
tional annual wealth production anil the Methodist Episcopal Church
Is the means of livelihood of about 4!'
per cent of the population, It Is ob- buoth will be in Koy January 14
vious that the subject is one of grave and, will preach at the Baptist
January 15 at
Not only do the farmers Church Sunday
concern.
f
"GIVE ME ROOM"
of the nation, hut 11 A, M. and at 7:30 P. M. Every
make up
E. F. Gallegos. H. H. Crane r.
of the other half de- body is invited to come out and
the
About a hundi'ed men and boys Raymundo Arguello, Countrc j ,i
pends upon them.
attended the ''badger fight" at missioners of Harding Gttr-.- t
hear him.
So long' as we have nations, n wise
the Brown Garage last Satur- vcre in Roy on business late Ved'
Roy
while
he
is
And
in
will
he
aim
a
large
economy
will
polltclal
at
day
lay
evening. "Dare
Devil" nesday evening of last treek.
plans
for
building
the
of
the
and
degree of national
Elliott the Linotype man of the 1 hey were viewing the coantr
Rome fell when the Church and Parsonage here
too far removed from
The Presiding Elder will be S. A Office pulled the badger road from Logan to the Colfax.
food supply-.wawas quite in- Courity Line.
the belly. Like her, we shall destroy here also and will hold the Sec- from' the box.
our own agriculture and cstend our ond Quarterly Conference Sun- - teresting to note the extreme
sources of food distantly and pi'ecnr! clay
size and agility of the badger.
afternoon at 2 :30 P M.
ously, if we do not see to it that om
Joe Woodward and Pearly John
dogs were in perfect condiThe
farmers are well and fairly paid fo
son who were seriously burned
willing
to
tion
and
more
than
"their services.
The farm gives the
W. J. Wagner and wife of get
into the fray. Mr. Elliott last week, are reported improv-in- g
Vfll a? f"d.i CK'.ca east of Abbott were in Roy on
"'.tí?!1 '"?2
nicely at the Plumlee Hospir-tal- .
was b good speciman for the difderive their vitality &Ú fire forever
business the first of. the week. ficult task, .much to theapprecIm
,iin
country,
but
renewed from the
poverisbed countryside exports intelliiation of the large crowd. He
and
retains unlntelligence,
gence
Tom Bowman . was up from says when ever there is another
J. H. Kerlin a prominent rancH
Only the" lower gi'iiiles of iticnialitj Solano on business last Saturday fight to be staged, let
hM knov: man living east of Bueyros was.
und character will remain on, or seek,
We understand that Tom is fig as he is always willing- to accom in Roy on business last Saturthe fiirni, unless agriculture is capable
of being pursued with contentment and uring on moving to Roy soon.
day. Mr. Kerlin tells us
Hence, to
ndequnte compensation.
everything is prospering on
Mos-üjrerand impoverish- the .fanner Is to
, --Tim $4telr and-- family of,
side of the County.
D.
Eloersheim
east
R.
Carrier
is
F.
.dry i up. and contaminate
spent Sunday at the Geo.
sporting a new Chevrolet car
sounees of the nation.
Lewis home in Roy. Mr. Galey
,
The war showed convincingly how this week.
The Messrs Phillips and Dar-d- en
tells us, that work on the' David
dependent the nation is on 'the full
prominent lawers of Raton
and
nicely,
Hill is progressing
Despite
productivity of the forms.
te
were in Roy Sunday evening
iiereuion efforts, aRriculturul produc- We clean, dye and repair all your will soon be completed.
Mosquero
to
to
attend
clothing.
the
i
old
iihVy
or
months
Weeks
kept
a few
tion
ahead of consumption; and that only
If you will give us a triaL you Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Hoskins are meeting of the County Board of"
by Increasing! the acreage of certain will alwrays be satisfied.
spending a few weeks with their Education which was held
staple crops at' thecost of , reducing
..
CITY
that place Monday- TAILORS
son Ben and family in Dawson.
that of others. We"ought not to forget that lesson when we ponder on
the furmer's problems. They are' truly
common problems, and there should
be no attempt to deal with them as
If they were purely selfish demands
clear-ieu- t
group, antagonistic to
of
the rest of. .the community. Rather
Should we consider Hgrh.'ulture. In the
light of " broad national policy, Just
we consider oil,' coal, steel,
and tif:forth, as sinews of national strength. ',Our growing population and a hlfceij. standard of .living
Jemand increasing; food anppUef. nd
wore wool, cotton, hides, and the rest.
Wltti "the 'dlsappeariliiee "of free or
cheap' fertile land, 'additional;' aerea
rai ghly
and increased' yields;,' can
one-thir- d
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IS DOING FOR YOU

'

ent the field farmer has little or no
control over the time and conditions
of marketing his products, with the
result that he Is often underpaid for
his products and usually overcharged
for marketing service.
The difference between what the farmer receives and what the consumer pays
often exceeds all possibility of Justification, To cite a single illustration.
Last yeaV, according tol!gures attested by the railways and the growers.
Georgia '.watermelon-raiserreceived
m the average 7.5 cents for a melon,
the railroads got 12.7 cents for carry;
Ing It 'to Baltimore Dd the consumer
paid one dollar, leaving 79 8 cents for
the service of marketing and Its risks,
as against 20.2 cents for growing and
from
(ranaportlng..
The hard H knnals of (expect
from, an impoverished or jan- replet with toocn com happy rural ntpuiation......
.,
mentaries on the crudenees of pre
.will not do (sr. take a narrow lew
'Tt
V '.'
ent practices. , '
nf the mral discontent, or to appraise
Nature prescribes that the farmer's It from the standpoint f yesterday.
f flut and
ls peculiarly an age
'goods" must be finished within- two 'fWsi
:
;. .
i
. -eiiii-ijna ,.new;aeaiv
ir three months of the year, while cnange fcíwayg
nb'.longeV,
hi's'
been
to
financial .and storage limitations gen tklnf
erally compel him to sett them at the means that, It' Is irtghteout, or tlwáys
tbtlt; be to. More; perhapsj tlian ever
same time. As a rule, other Industries
are In a, continuous procese ef finish- before, fhere lt'W wldeRpjread feeling
ing goods for the markets; they dis- that ;alf human relations Can be imend that It
tribute as they produce, and (hey can plored by
curtail production without too great Is noit,becomin'g''fo the. reiiainnlng animal to leave his" fetiny largely to
Injury to themselves or the commuand naturál Widérice:,:
nity; .but If the farmer, restricts his hance
"
Prudent and orderly ad justment ' of
output,
With disastrous conseIn accordquences, both to himself and to the production and distribution
'
1
recognised
ance, with consumption
community.
......
Xh6wa'erage farmer 1 busy With irswlse management In every business
production for the major part of the but that of farming: Tétí I venture
year, and has nothing to sell. The to say, there Is no other Industry In
bulk of his output comes" on the mar- which It is so Important to the pub'
that producket ;,ajt once. Because of lack of stor- lie to the
age' facilities and of financial support, tion should be sure, steady, and Inthe farmer cannot carry his goods creasing, and that distribution should
through the year and dispose of them he In proportion to the need; The unas they are currently .needed. In the organized farmers naturally act blindgreat majority of cases, farmers have ly and impulsively and, In conseto entrust storage in warehouses and quence, surfeit and dearth, accompaelevators and the financial carrying nied by disconcerting
harass the consumer,, One year potaof their products to others.
Farm products are generally mar- toes rot in the fields because of excess
production, and there Is a scarcity of
keted at a' time when there Is a congestion of both transportation and the things that have been displaced
finance when cars and money are to make way for the expansion of the
scarce. The outcome, in many In- potato acreage ; next year the punishstances, Is that the farmers not only ed farmers mass their fields on some
sell under pressure, and therefore at other crop, and potatoes enter the
a 'disadvantage, but are compeHed to class of luxuries; and so on.
.Agriculture Is the greatest and funtake further reductions In net returns,
In order to meet the charges for the damentally the most Important of our
The cities are
American Industries.
service of storing, transporting, financing, and ultimate marketing which but the branches of the tree of national life, the roots of which go deepcharges they claim, are often excesInto the land.' We all flourish or
on
ly
consumer
heavily
both
sive, bear
decline with the farmer. So, when we
and producer, and are under the control of those performing the services. of the cities read of the present
distress of the farmers, of
It Is true that they are relieved of
the risks of a changing market by slump of six billion dollars in the farm
Belling at once ; but they are quite will- - value of their crops In a single year.
-
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Are not in every case the
lowest, but when the qual
ity of the article is take a
info tonsideratiqn it will

béfouííd that our stock
is priced as low as possible, consistent with value
and real worth.
S. E.

Paxton

Grocery Company

The

Spanish-America-
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Following is a statement from
permanently and immovable.
of Internal Reven-t- y
Commissioner
vicini
of
the
people
The young
enjoyed another good, old ue, David H. Blair, relating to
procedure with respect to in
COUNTY
fashioned dance at the Mesa Ga-.treceived by the Bureau
ries
qui
cars
The
night.
Saturday
V rage
were run out into the street, the of Internal Revenue' regarding
.
tools piled up in one corner and tax liabilities:
being
bunting
are
received
"Resuests
with
draped
benches
the
asso- - daily for rulings and advice uponand
M.
Floersheim
Mr.
and
.
Mr. E. Montoya, genial dray-- ,.
in from Rov as mu abstract cases oi prospective
janitor
house
court
man and
issicians
and with neariy every transactions involving questions-ovisiting in Raton this week, ac- - memker 0f the Mosquero crowd
income tax and profit liabilicompauied by his wife. During jn attendance and a number of ty. Those requests are so numhis absence his nephew is looking R
C0UPies swelling the crowd erous and the insistence on pron
rood time was enioyea mpt action so great .that it
diier me uuameco.
Mr. .W. P. Mealey, Jr.. is
Aaf.ar(A hv evervone seems advisable at this time defpected nome irom rseorasKa n xor present to be one of the most sue initely to outline, the Bureau's
a shon visit tnis wees. iurs. cessful balls of the season. The policy which will govern the con
Phillips and baby from El Paso Cozy Cafe served an oyster sup- sideration of these requests.
have decided to prolong their per during the timé and helped
"The Revenue Acts of 1918
visit until his arrival in order to the young folks keep up their and 1921 depart widely at many
have a regular,
strength for the occasion. The points from prior law practice,
family reunion at the Mealey only complaint that we have to and have given rise to a new
home.
make is that we stood around sugestions of such importance,
Tuesday was a 'windy day. This for about an hour and not once complexity, and number that the
expresses it mildly. A howling, id any of the ladies insist on our resources of the Bureau are no
tussmg, tearing, blinding, biting dancing with them..
more than adequate to advise
wind came down out of the north
taxpayers promptly of their pres
It was filled with dust, weeds,
BRADLEY
ent liabilities arising out of past
old papers, rags and more dust.
Every one is looking, forward transactions. It is impossible to
An endless procession of old and to that good storm we have been answer every question which
new hats, (we thought we recog- expecting for some time and the invention or ingenuity of the
nized the fashionable head yiece which has looked so promising inquirer may devise without neg
of one of the editors of the S. A. the last few days.
lecting the fundamental duty of
as it whizzed by) hopped, skipAt the quarterly meeting at determining tax liability upon
ped, jumped and sailed merrily Mosquero Saturday night..
It the basis of actual happenings.
by from early m the morning un- ,vas uesired upon that Bradley Under these circumstances, the
til late at night. We heard a shall have a church twice a administrative necessity is obtourist remark as he dodged
nonth and our preacher will do vious of giving precedence over
the corner and wiped the his best and wishes every one to abstract or prospective cases to
dirt out of his eyes and with his turn out and do their best. He actual cases in which the taxpay
fingers comed a few Russian is verv much interested in this er desires to know, wñat are his
Thistles out of his hair, that he community and wants others to immediate liabilities under the
' liked the looks of the country
.
take hold. It is your duty to do faw. .
as it paraded by, but it sure had so; So let's go.
will be the policy of the
"It
a dern funny taste."
Lysle Hazen has been suffer- Bureau not to answer any in
On account of the large amount ing from a Very sore foot caused quiry except under the following
of valuable records stored in the by triming a com, with a knife. circumstances:;
court house and no fire proof It was that blood poison had set
"The transaction must be com
vault as yet provided to properly
jó Miner now and he is pleted and not merely propesed
uui
it
protect them it has been thou- able to move around some.
or planned.
ght best to provide a night wat
M.r and Mrs. Harry Kingsber- "The complete facts relating
chman to stay at the. building ry were out to the parentiai to the transaction, together with
and properly guard the records home, of W. R. Bradley, Satur abstracts from contracts, or othduring the night-timA eon- - day evening. They report not er documents; necessary to pres- - .
C.
Cha's R. Keyes, of Wagon Mounti tract has been let for tie buildkeeping house yet but hope to be ent complete facts, must be giv-erand Mr. T. Robinson of Limon, ing of a
vault and the in a few days.
UNDERTAKER
Colorado.
material ordered, but it will pro- iwis. JVionord and daughter are
"The names of all real parties
And
bably be several weeks before visitinar Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mor interesting (not "dummies"
LICENSED EMBALMER
used
it is completed.
in the transaction) must be statfold this week.
Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
Mr. Hearn the genial and ac
FOR SALE One Ford truck
Those who attended church at ed reagrdless of who presents
hand, also suits and dresses.
Mills, N. M.
Calls answered day or night 1920 model equipped with pneu omodating proprietor of the Ho Mosquero Sunday were well plea the cuestión, whether attorney,
matic tires good cab and grain tel Mesa is a booster and. belongs ed with the sermon delivered.
accountant, tax service, or other
Phone No. 58
Dates at this office.
to the Booster Club and nevei
body, has three original tires.
Mr. and Mrs. Authur Hazen representative."
Foster Blk.
Roy, N. Mex.
All in good condition. Truck has misses, an opportunity, to boost visited at Mrs. Frank Morford's
,
been used but very little. Pnce for Mosquero or to induce new Sunday.
only $500.00. Either write me people to settle at the. county
Grandma Hazen was unable to
at Maxwell or call and see truck. seat. He believes in buildinsr ur. attend church Sunday we hope
the population of the coming she will be well and able to atR. C. Mitchell.
town of the mesa as rapidly as tend next service.
possible. Consequently we were
Tell Bradley has been busy
not suprised Monday Morning hauling wood this week.
ACETYLENE WELDING AND'
when he met us on the street
Mrs. C. Driskel has been on
DISC ROLLING .
with a box of cigars and a smile the sick list but is better now.
AT
THE OLD STAND,
that reached from ear to a point
Frank Driskel visited his bro.
WITH THE LIBERTY
little southeast of the other Sunday.
one and announced that it was a
GARAGE
Mr. and Mrs. Aspgren visited
fine, solid baby girl. He added .he Drake home Sunday.
Fresh bread every day, pies cakes doughnuts,
X D.
a lot of other glowing adjectives
Don't forget Church next Sun- cinamon rolls always on hand. Anything in
about the new am val that we lay at the school house at 2:30
have forgotten, but anyhow Dr. jharp. Bring your child and
bakery goods made to order in quantities to
Daniels tells us that Mr. Hearn .ome.
justify. All made under clean sanitary condiwill probably revoce and that
Say! How about that Spring
mother and baby are doing nice- MAN SHOOTS HIS BROTHER- - or snmmer suit you are going to
tions. Give us a trial, and help a home indusly.
oi aer. (.ome in and let us measAT TUCUMCARI
try. We are compeled to operate on strickly
Hon. O. L. Phillips, prominent
Tucumcari, Jan. 9. Lloyd My-s- ure you. Wé represent one ot
attorney and politicial and Mr. A
was shot and instantly killed the best tailoring- houses in the
cash basis.
JjMÜKI
H. Darden, attorney and a South Sunday evening at the home of world.
rOR CHILDREN
ern Damocrat but who. practices his wife!s mother, Mrs. David
We can fit a suit for you from
law instead of politics,, members Morgan of this city, the shooting ML Bom & Co,s stock at prices
of tho legal firm of Crampton, it is alleged, being done-bhis that will supprise you. Give us
G. G.
Darden and Phillips of 'Raton brother-in-laJoe Morgan. Th a triaL
were visitors in Mosquero Stití shots were fired from a .88 caliCITY TAILORS
day aiid'lloriday attending to id bre ' revolver ' one entering; the
gal business. This 'firm is the head through the nose, one en
leading firm of attorneys in this tering the heart' and thei other
ATTENTION FARMERS
' 'i
j
i
if
part of the state and have al- Dassing tnrougn
me
siomacu.
ready secured a large part of the Myers was arrested two years
Cornbelt thorobred stock
lé'iíál '"business of 'the hewcoun- positively out of the best
an acount of a threat to kill
herds in the U.S.A. Duroc
his, wite and naq .oeen iorraaen
Mra Gertrude. Mc Neill has be- to enter the Morgan home.
Jersey Hogsi Poland China ;
come the owner oi a. building., lot
Hogs: all big type and from
The family feared his presente
n Main Street and we. under in town and when he called bunSires weighing 1000) lbs and
business ; building dey evening to, talk to his wife,4 .up,
stand that-T
Will le erected thereon; in :the VT..O Hffvuffcm.
him a
i can iurnisn you any
near i uf tote.' .". Quite a 'nrimber of few minutes; Later Joe arose; breed of dairy ' cattle that
new 'Vbuildings are scheduled to "from bed, where he had ben sleep
you want, at prices you can
start , in the,: near future " and ing ajid, it is alleged, snot Myers afford.. "s '
'
'
within about two- - hionths'Jhe to death.'
'
" Get in the thorobred
and
building
to
car
in
will
have that
boom
commence
: Right now is the proper time
Morgan is being held under.
for a few' dollars
éárnéat. Mosquero Is- destined bond of $5,000 chargéd with the
while
prices
tractor looked after. You no doubt have1 given your
are at rock botto become ' thé 'fading tbwn of alleged shooting.
tom, and make yourself intractor pretty hard uságe during the past season and also
the leádiñg.tbwh of the Mesa and
dependent in a few years.
in that time put your automobile over several hundred
it's growth Üíirihg the next 12
You need better dairy catmiles of ground, so that just at this time, when both are
to startle the
Will do nursing anywhere on
months
tle and hogs, and more of
pessimists who are unable to see the mesa. Maternity cases, prevery little in use, isn't it reasonable that they should have
them on this niésá.
an inoh before their nose stand ferred. I am a practiced nurse
a
Leo M.' Wagner,
replacement
g
few
of
By
done?
the
some
years expreience.several
howl
high
with
about
around
and
Address
me at ;
need
bearings
atr
needed new parts; or it may be that the
smug
Call or write Lula Dunn, Roy,
property
prices,
and
of
here
Gilbertsville,
Iowa.
new.
tention, we can make your machine perform like
ly remark that they "intend to New Mexico.
We carry in stock a complete line of parts for Ford and
wait until prices do drop." They
Chevrolet cars and we have mechanics who can make reare the same ones that when offered lots a few years ago at a
pairs properly on any make of car so it would be of interridiculously low price contended
in
now
to
drive
and
Mesa
on
the
owner
every
car
est to
Co.
&
that "lots here will never be
give the machine that much needed attention. Right now
worth nothing, nohow."
before the beginning of your busy season.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Kennady
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
and children have returned from
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
their vacation and outing in Ari
zona and report an enjoyable
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
and profitable trip. Mr. Kennady has been agent and operator
Insurance of all kinds.
at Mosquero so long the E. P. &
Special attention given to examining titles.
S. W. regard him as one of the
SAM
AND
AUTOMOBILES
SON
TRUCKS.
CHEVROLET
Conveyances.
AGENT FOR
r.vi.nt ficturps at this olace.
Something iHce the section house 5
Mosquero, New Mexico.
the telegraph instrument or the

CLIPPINGS FROM THE MORA
Report of condition of
PANTAGRAPH
"BANK OF ROY"
It is with sincere pleasure we
at Roy in the State of New Mexico, át the close of business on Dec, leam
of the promotion of Mr. H.
;n, i9'2i.
M. Henson, iormer Agt for the
RESOURCES
& S. W. at Roy, and of the
$ 96,162.49 E. P.
...'..':
Loans and Discounts .
agent for several roads ai
ticket
$..345.14
$
..Unsecured
iWerHrsifts Secured
station at Wichita, Kant,
union
a
Jionds and securities owned and unpledged. .837.91
to
position 6f Commercas,
the
837.91
.
Total Bonds, Stocks, Etc..
ial agent for the Midland Valley
2,818.25
furniture and Fixtures
5,174.48 Railraod, with headquarters at
Dther real estate owned (other than banking house)
Wichita.
3,000.00
Tet amount due from Banks and Bankers
Henson had a faculty of see
864.30
Checks on other banks in same town as reporting bank
beyond the drudgery of his
ing
5,910.34
Checks on banks outside of same city. . .
daily routine, the larger scope oi
300.00
Cash Items
1,417.02 the railway service and the deep
Coin and Currency
er meaning of the records he
kept. We have never recogniz
116,829.93
Total
ed and apreciated by his employ
ers. We forese for him a career
LIABILITIES
of usefulness of which this is
30.000.00
in
paid
Capital Stock
3,000.00 but the beginning.
Surplus Fund
The Mora Postoff ice was moved
$
363.48
Reserved for taxes . . . .
363.48 Thursday to its new home in the
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid. ...
J. M. Sanchez building across the
54,538.48
Individual deposits
street, and the new Post master
1,000.97
Cashier's checks
$55,539.45 Mr. Phillip Sanchez, is now in
Total demand deposits
charge of "Tio Sam." Mrs. Eu
2,927.00
Certificates of Deposit
Í
genio Romero came over and
deposits
2,927.00
.
Total time
helped to distribute and make up
Bills payable, including obligations representing
25,000.00 the mail the first day. The years
money borrowed
Vinvo snpnt. in a nnstoffice
Total
$116,829.93 nave made us uncertain which to
congratulate, outgoing or incom
State of New Mexico, County of Harding, SS.
ing official. The onice was ad- j. 1.
J
n to sra ciass qui
nnrl T? H. Bentley vanced irom
Wo TTonrv W Farmer Vivo ProaíHpTif
administration
Romero
'bank,
do solemnly swear that the a-- S th
Casheir of the above named
Almost every door on the str
bove statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
eet has the slot for a letter-dro- p
Henry W. Farmer, Vice President.
cut in it telling of many changes
R. H. Bentley, Cashier.
of administrationin t he slim dis
tant oast.
,i
Correct Attest :
Frank A. Roy, was over trom
M. N. Baker,
Monday of Probate Court
Roy,
R. Kilmurray,
business, trank likes to come
Henry W. Farmer,
.Directors.
Mora and visit the scenes of his
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th, day of January 1922. youth, greet old friends and go
back to the mesa metropolis,
(SEAL)
Frank L. Schultz.
Mr. and Mrs. Cha's Matthews
My commission expires October 28, 1922.
Ñotary Public.
entertained at dinner New Yeari
dav. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Floer
sheim of Roy, Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
Taylor, of Nolan. Mr. and Mrs.
No. 85.
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Mosqueio Abstract

F. S. Brown Motor Co.

I

Title

THE
Making Good an Old Boast.
A process
has been discovered
whereby old leather can be converted
Into gelatin. Such transformation offers a ready way of utilizing many articles after their value to every one
but the junk man appears to be gone.
Since head coverings are sometimes
made of leather, it would appear that
at least the man confident that his
candidate will win In an election may
literally back up his confidence with
the
promise that he will
eat his hat In the event that his man
loses.

Sure
fielief
FOR EliDSCiESTEOn
yS

Hj

6

Bell-an- s

Hot water
Lss Sure Relief

time-honore- d

25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere

J
WARNING

I

.

.

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Southwest News
From

All Over

New Mexico

and Arizona
(Wtni Nmpaptr Dnloa Nen Itirle.)
The new school house at Mora, N.
tí., is nearlng completion and It is
hoped, that it will be ready for occupancy shortly.
The building Is modern in every way and li ft credit to the'
city.
An arena with a seating capacity oí
700, and a ring unexcelled inv Cochise
county, Ariz., has Just been completed
at Camp Harry J. Jones in the old
service club near the E. ft R. office, at
Douglas.
Earl Winton, wanted in Los Angeles
in connection with the murder of a policeman, shot and killed himself when
he was surrounded by a posse in a section foreman's house nine miles west
of Ashfort, Ariz., according to word
received.
At a recent meeting of the city commissioners, sitting as a board of finance at Albuquerque, it was decided
to pay off $45,000 of the city's debts
this coming spring. This, it is said,
will reduce the bonded debt to about

Help Your Kidneys Fight That Cold!
Winter Colds and Chills Weaken the Kidneys and Are the
Direct Cause of Many Serious Kidney Disorders
winter-tim-

Toothache
Earache
.

,

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets
Aspirin la the

trite

rtrusvy

flic

Mothers Rest

After Cuticura

& Colds

tfTop if difftrtnt horn tit other
Qultti rHt(. No opintft. )5 vcfywhro

Thie

HELP

INVALIDS

TO

Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Talcum

of a Canary or Goldfish
the Sickroom Invariably Hat

In

Beneficial Effect.
Next time you sit In a room, the
furnishings of which Include a bowl
of goldfish, consider how much time
you spend watching the small fish as
they swim slowly about or dart about
In pursuit of each other.
Probably you will conclude you
were Indulging the usual tendency of
the normal person to be attracted to
moving objects. In sick persons and
convalescents thfs Tendency" "is more
pronounced, and in the aged and very
young It Is still more so.
That psychology of this attraction
was given by Dr. Edward N. Leavy,
formerly veterinarian to the animals
In Central park zoo. Be is now connected with a Fifth avenue pet store.
"Sick persons lying In bed spend a
great deal of time watching the goldfish if an aquarium Is in their room,"
he said.
"It takes their minds off
their pains and aches and is very beneficial."
Canaries share with goldfish the
honor of being the chief animate entertainment to the sick. New York

25c

The Wrona Foot.

FORGET

a telegram recently received
by the district superintendent of an
Indian railway from a Babu station
master : "Coming on duty early in the
morning clad In my new and white uni
form I perceived a man seated on a
box in a naked nnd aesrresslve manner.
Taking him to be an ordinary pas
senger, I proceeded to slap him, where
upon he hastily arose, unlocked me
said box, clad himself in a policeman's
uniform he took thereout and arrested
me. The shoe is thus situated on the
erroneous peddle. Please arrange.
London Morning Post.
From

Presence

Druggists.

of Mono oetlctddea tor of Stllcyllcacld

Skin Tortured Babies Sleep

SAFE AND SANE

for Coughs

Also bottles of 24 and 100

mark of Bayer Manufactura

$808,000.

Information Is to the effect that the
Inspiration Copper Company has abandoned all development work at Kirk-lan-

neys.
Eoisons

have been stripped
and equipment
from the mine at that place and
shipped to Miami, Arir.
e
resident
John A. Cowan, an
of Gallup, N. M., was fatally Injured
when he was struck by an unruly
horse which was being ridden across
the street by a native. Mr. Cowan was
crossing the street when the horse ran
over him, resulting in injury to his

National Emblems,
The rose, England's national flower,
was chosen as the country's symbol at
the close of the War of the Roses.
The shamrock is firmly imbedded In
Irish hearts because St. Patrick used
It to illustrate one of his sermona
The thistle was adopted as the na
tlonal emblem of Scotland because, laying bare the identity of the Mexiin the reign of Malcolm II, a moat cans who robbed the Ruby, Ariz.,
e
filled with thistles saved a Scotch fort'
and murdered the postmaster
ress from Danish Invasion.
and his wife bids fair to bring the perpetrators of this outrage to Justice.
A Forflotten Art
County Attorney Dcltleraer of Santa
In New York's streets there may Cruz county litis worked unceasingly
be counted hundreds of signs that on the cuse, determined that the men
Bun.
read "Watchmaker." Yet perhaps less who were responsible for the crimé
than a dozen of such concerns could should not go unpunished.
v
One isn't troubled much by the laws make a watch.
son
William Martin, the
against violence If be isn't
Mrs. Stella Martin of Las Cruces,
of
The crooked path Is longest.
N. M., died at his home as the result
of the accidental discharge of a gun In
the hands of a playmate with whom
he had" been hunting. William and his
friend, 'Burton Sinnock, had been hunting and upon their return were taking
the shells out of their guns, when the
gun in the hands of Sinnock was discharged, the' full charge striking the
Martin boy in the abdomen. .
...
of the gas from
After
a
careíuLtest
'
The law is very careful in protecting the
the big'well at Aztec, JNVM.., it is said
rights of a prisoner charged with a crime.
that it is, no): .suitable, for. the manufacture of. gasoline'. - Denver .parties
How about the Law of Common Sense and
had intended., to put in a large plant
the man who has committed an error only? Isn't
if the.gasvns ojf the rteht quality-.-'- '
this a good place to use the benefit of the
After. 'scalding .the jailer; and beat.
I
doubt, too?
.
ing hiin.intp insensibility--, six prisoners
escaped, from-- , the county jail at East
Take your own case: If you don't know for
Las Vega's, N, :M.
sure whether tea or coffee is harming you, you
jailer,, took ther
in
, do know that many are harmed by the. drug
the cell hquse, .the .prisoners threw a
.
element in tea and coffee, and that headaches,
bucket fit .hot .water which they had'
obtained, at, the sink into his face,
nervousness, or high blood pressure are sympblinding him, after which they attoms which often tell that the drug, caffeine, ia
tacked him. with sticks of wood obgiving the nervous system too much jolt
tained from- the. wood box, beat hinl seProbably you know, too, that some people
verely and escaped.
Cochise county's coffers were encan't drink a cup of tea or coffee at bed-tim- e,
riched by the receipt of $35,702.58 paid
and sleep well that night.
in by the four bonding companies covWhere many have been harmed by tea and
ering the defalcation of W. P. Walker,
former deputy county treasurer at
coffee, and you may be harmed, isn't it well to
Early in August County
Tombstone.
put the benefit of the doubt on your side before
Attorney J. F. Ross 'brought suit
doubt becomes an unpleasant certainty?
against three bonding companies on
the bond of County Treasurer Guy C.
There's charm without harm in Postum a
Welch, the fourth company holding the
pure cereal beverage, rich in flavor, fully satisfybond of Walker to Welch having exing; the favorite table drink of thousands.
pressed their willingness to pay the
full amount of $10,000 not being inSuppose you try giving yourself this benefit
cluded In the suit.
today, and keep up the test for ten days; then
C. C. Small, chief location engineer
judge the results. See if you don't feel better and
of the State Highway Department,
work better. You can get Postum wherever good
went to Prescott to investigate the lofood and drink are sold or served.
cation of a road between Prescott and
Ash Fork. . The Yavapai county HighPostum comes in two forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
way Commission has applied for fedmade instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling 'water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
eral aid on the. road, the original surprefer to make the drink while the meal is Being prepared)
vey of which was made more than a
made by boiling for 20 minutes.
year ago by Yavapai county.
Greenville, N. M., is installing a new
engine In the electric light plant which
Is the largest piece of machinery ever
"There's a Reason"
,
shipped into the city. All the streets
in the city will soon have electric lights
on ali the intersections.

They overload the blood with
and impurities that the kidneys
filter off. The kidneys weaken

under this rush of new work; become congested and inflamed.
It's little wonder then, that every cold

old-tim-

skull, causing unconsciousness, from
which he never recovered.
The Farmington, N. M., committee
carrying on the drive for funds foi
the southern railroad outlet has up to
date a total of $111,000 signed up in
land contracts: Several land pools ol
the business men are not included in
this amount and it is likely that it will
be some time yet before the entire
amount can be made public.
A tract of land of nearly 2,000 acres
will be brought under irrigation in the
vicinity of Wagon Mound, N. M., If the
plans which are now being worked out
are completed. A survey of the Turkey
mountains and Turkey creek is being
made to increase the amount of water
In the Optimo lake, and a large dam is
to be erected on the southern side.
San Francisco capitalists have organized
the Painted Desert Mining
marCompany to develop twenty-fiv- e
ble claims In the Golden Eule, sixty
miles from Douglas, Ariz. The company Is amply financed and will commence work in January with a force ol
at least fifty men. It Is declared that
every kind of marble known to man is
found in the quarries to be developed.
The confession of Manuel Martinez,

ft Use

A. C. SAMMON, Railroad Station Agent,
Main St., Buena Vista, Colo., says: "I caught
cold and it affected my kidneys; the kidney
secretions were highly colored. I bought Doan's
Kidney Pills and two boxes regulated my kidneys."
OVER SEVEN YEARS LATER Mr. Sammon
said: "I have had little need of a kidney medicine now but I use Doan's occasionally and they
keep my kidneys in good health."

amV
At all

are entitled to the benefit
of the doubt Why not take
advantage of it?

,

.

inen's-suppe-

.

Postum for Health

neighbor!

dealers, 60c

MRS. L. !. BROWNING, 214 W. Cedar St.,
Deming, N. M., says: "Several years ago my
back was bothering me and my kidneys were out
of order. The trouble was brought on by a cold
which settled on my kidneys. It seemed as
though my back would never stop aching: Any
housework like sweeping or dusting, which required stooping, was almost unbearable. Doan's
Kidney Pills had been used in the family with
success, so I tried them. They soon removed
all the trouble."

Pi!

ESMeíi

a box.

Foster-Milbur-

n

Co., Mfg. Chemists, Buffalo,

N.Y.

Defined.
Modern Formula.
Classification.
"Pa, what's a critic?"
"Still following up that chorus girl's
We had but recently moved Into the
"A critic, my son. Is an artistic
town, writes a correspondent, and I divorce suits?"
"Yes, I've read so much that they knocker." Boston Transcript.
went to church on Sunday, accomno longer seem like the scandals of a
panied by "my daughter.
There are no more attics, so Junk
After the services the minister perfect stranger."
stores Increase,
rushed to the door to shake hands
with us, and said to Hilda: "And
How's Your Appetite ?
why didn't you bring your daddy with

Headache? Weak?

you?."

She replied, "Oh, he's home taking
care of brother. He doesn't care for
churches or picture shows, anyway."

MOTHER!

OPEN

.

.

CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
"CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

,

You

finds you suffering with torturing backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches, dizziness and
annoying bladder irregularities.
But don't worryl Simply realize that
your kidneys are overworked at such times
and need assistance. Get a box of Doan't
Kidney Pilh today and give your weakened
kidneys the help they need. Assist them
also by drinking pure water freely, eating
lightly, and getting plenty of fresh air and
rest Doan'i Kidney Pillt have helped
thousands and should help you. Ask Iour

Doan's," Say These Good Folks:

post-offic-

.

Does

your back throb and ache until it teems
you just can't keep going another day?
Then look to your kidneys! Grip, colds
and chills throw a heavy strain on the kid-

in Yavapai county. All machinery

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

backache-tim- e

chill or attack of grip leave
you lame, achy and all worn out? Does

d

Colds

your

e

ISevery cold,

Your little one will love the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup" even if
constipated, bilious, Irritable, feverish,
or full of cold. A teáspoonful never
fails to cleanse the liver and bowels.
In a few hours you can see for yourself how thoroughly it works all the
sour bile, and undigested food out of
the bowels and you have a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
today saves a sick child tomorrow. Ask your druggist for genuine "California Fig Syrup," which has
directions for babies and children of
all ages printed on bottle. Mother I
Ypu must say "California" or you may
get an Imitation fig syrup. Advertise"

Good Looks Follow Good Health
Saratoga, Texas "A year ago I tried
several different medicines, but Kept getting worse, and felt that I never would
have good health again. I became so
poor and weak I could hardly do my
housework. I suffered from loss of appetite, headache, constipation, shortness
of breath, also functional disturbances.
Sometimes I would have spells of indi- and weak sick spells and thought
festion
die. I never expected to be well
any more. At last I wrote to Dr. Pierce)
and he advised me to take Dr. Pieroe's
Favorite Prescription, Golden Medical
Discovery and Pleasant Pellets (sold by
druggists) and now I can truthfully say
I am in better health than I have been
for several years. I advise all women
Buffering as I did to take Dr. Pierce's
medicines. If there are any medicines on
earth that will help women who are
broken-dow- n
in health, these will."
Mrs Winnie .Comer.
Write Dr. Pierce, president Invalids-HotelBuffalo, N. Y., for free advice.

"Time to Quit.
This one from the Flash, published
by the Merchants Heat and Light com7'

FOR

KIDNEY AILMENTS

than a

Investigating committees
harm honest men.

cannot

Cork Insert
Brake Linings
for Fords
Stops Ford rattle and
chatter. Ask your dealer.
ADVANCE

AUTOMOBILE

CORP.

ACCESSORIES

1723 Prairie Annua. Chicago

FOREWARNED

Is Forearmed

Safeguard your Investments. How much
have you lost by not analyzing your securities? Send $2.00 for one year's subscription Investment Questional.
NATIONAL SECURITY CO.
Founded 1886
New Tork
Singer Building

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

offers to home aeekera opportunities that cannot
be secured elsewhere. The thousands of fanners
from the United States who have accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on FR EE homesteads
or buy farm land in her provinces have been well
repaid by bountiful crops. There is still available on easy terms

Fertile Land at $15 to $39 an Acre
land similar to that which through many years
has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
to the acre oats, barley and flax also in great
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, sheep
and bofisisequallyprofitable. Hundreds of farm
era in western Canada have raised crops in a
single season worth more than the whole cost of

their land. With such success comes prosperity,

independence, good homes and all the comforts
and conveniences which make life worth Irving.

Farm Gardens, Poultry, Dairying

aré sources of income second only to grain
lyrowinff and stock raising. Attractive cli
mate, good neighbors, churches; schools,
good markets, railroad, facilities, rural tele
phone, etc.
For Hlostnted Ilterstta. naps, desertptfoa of farm

treat preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer
Co., Binghamton. N. Y for a
sample bottle. When writing be aure and
mention this paper. Advertisement
woman

Wnteioru.
ADVANCE

Insert.

I'.'VlvlaiidcfPiosBcrity Zi Is

There is only one medicine that really
as a medicine for
stands' out
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
stands the
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
cases.
upon thousands of distressing
Swamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly because its mild and immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases. It is a gentle,
healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this

Better a crying
scratchy one.

the interesting ttory of Cork

PJKkPSlS

pany:
son of
Harry Warren,
fe: A. Distler, came around the other
day 'when the latter was singing the
baby to sleep. "She's almost unconscious, isn't she?" he inquired. "Yes,"
said daddy. "Well, tnen," said young
Hurry, "you better quit singing or
you'll kill her.' Detroit Free Press.
T

Ford Owners!

Tells how Ford Brake
and clutch work and

"My Linen skirts are awf 'ly short
Now I don't think that's wrong,
And Mama says that Faultless Starch,
Will make them wear quite long."

ment

SWAMP-ROO-

Free Book

WW'

opportunities la ManitoM, BftsRsteiMwan,
Aioerta ami urtttso uotumoia,reuiwstt
railway raMSr stq-- , writs

W.V.BENNETT
Boom 4, Bee Blag Omaha, Neb,
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Report of condition of
.
"First National Dank"'
Jytin the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on Dec,
;;

The

'

at the home

nartv.-arive-
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THE SPANISIllAskmCANÍ PRINTING
Xm. G. Johnson, Associate
L. Schultz, Editor.
Frank
in honor of the latter birthday.,
RESOURCES
Games were played until a late
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
3, Loans and discounts, including redis- limit than lnnli
oavitní
evo oti
vcu. Kj
aiuvu roo
"vui
counts (except those shown in
the host and hostess to those pre
.'$212,320.76
Friends, we must demand ser- sent All present reported 'a .fine Entered as second-clas- s
bandc.)
matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
'
Total loans
212320.76 vice, expect service, and giveser-vic- time ar.d wished Mrs. Johnson
Registered August 27, 1912,
Notes and bills rediscounted with Federal
and expect to deliver thp many h appy returns of the day.
goods. The world has been foolReserve Bank (other than bank ac- -,
Roy Beard was a business visied long enough, there is. to much tor in Roy last Monday.
ceptances sold)
34,043.26
TOTAL
Olie Kershmeii. Clem Davis
$178,275.50 counterfeit and watered stnrlr
2. Overdrafts, secured, $
unsecured,
37.20
37.20 ;aves some one in the hole. Some and wifs J. G. Green arid family,
5. Other bonds, stocks, securities etc.
10.021.65 class alona" the line mm th S. F, Davis and family were the
o- - naiiKing uouse,
bill. High Dl'iced salesman in Snndav onests at the .f. M. HparH
furniture and
Thirteen Million Farm Families Cannot Buy Goods and That Is
every
few days stopping at. the home
fixtures
1850.00
1,850.00
Exactly the Cause of AH the: Hard Times in America Today.
S. Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.
6,127.38 best hotels, high priced meals, George Freeman, Roy Freeman
high
priced
16. Cash in vault and amount due from nationbeds, have to have and family were,, the Sunday
al banks
.
rnts guests vat the J. M. Johnson
10,065.04 high prices to pav his-Wliat the Farmer must pay.
What the Farmer Raises
with, high priced school teachers home.
1L Amount due from state banks, bankers, and
high,
'
priced
companies
v
trust
count
(Average Prices)
in the United States, (other
and
tato ..Mr. R. Purcell had the misfor(Average Prices)
than included in Items 8, 9, or 10)
1,194.48 officers, high priced gasoline and tune of breaking his jitney down
1921
1913
1921
1913
12.Exchanges for clearing house
;
739.08 a thousand and one things to Monday morning.
wagons
Farm
.
.
.70'
$146.60
.40
bu
per
Com
$
$77i0
pay
for,
week
spent
Total of Items 10, 11, 12, 13.
Mrs.
out
just
Bowman
makes
the
.
the bills
13,138.60
'
.77 Mowers
84.35
.94
48.70
income tax and all don't make end with her daughter Mrs. II. Wheat, per bu.. .
11 Checks on banks located outside of city
13T Fertilizer, ton. .
17
35.00
lb.
.
per
Cotton,
23.75
town
the income tax bill seperate, pat W. Dav"s.
or
of reporting bank and other-.;- ,
15
28.25
.1512 HarnessWool per lb
15.00
visight
Joe
was
cash items
goods.
a
with
Wr
business
it
the
other
'
1,140.49
.38 Plows .
.29
40.50
. .
per
bu..
Oats,,
11.75
Federal Reserve Stock
tor at Fills the first of the week.
1,800.00
'
. 11.50 Shoes
The manufacturer will tack
4.00
ton
Hay,
. . .'. 11.13
per
2.25
Wayne
Interest earned uncollected
Cameron
Haro'd and
4,473.96 his income tax on for
138.00 Coal
10.50
85.00
the jobber were ; bsent-- from school last Horses
5.75
7.60 Harrow
TOTAL
Hosrs. per 100 lb.. 7.30
29.75
11.50
$215,724.78 to pay, the jobber will pass his Tuesday.
1 fiS
6.05 Salt, bbl,
and the manufacturer's both on
.
3.26
Beef, per 100 lbs.. 4.81
'
to wholesaler, the wholesaler
4.16 Overalls
1.55
Sheep, per 100 lb.. 3.96
LIABILITIES
.80
17. Capital stock paid in
This winter he is losing FIVE
50,000.00 passes it all to the retailer, the PROPERTY REQUIRED IN
By S.T. HUGHS
1?.. Surplus fund
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS on
10,000.00 retailer just throws up his hands
1922
2). Individual deposits subject to check
the 1921 things he produced in
says,
and
"I
Service
Autocaster
Editor
ani
not
going
to
pay
107,917,28
toil and sweat.
Total of demand deposits (other than
any of it, Jdon't have to, I am All Tov n Lands, Town Property
.
D.
Washington,
The Amer
The purchasing value of bis
setting pretty, we are organized, elc, JV:ust be viewed by Asses ican fanner neverCstrikes.
bank deposits) subject to Reserve
dollar is only 96.
we will just let the farmer
Items 26, 27. 28, 29, 30, 31
. .$107,917.28
or and Deputies
Paradoxically, he is on strike
32. Certificates of deposit (other than for '
He must spend S2.59 for t.ho
the whole thing," and then the New L iw Requires That- - True now.
'
money borrowed)
will
necessities
he bought in 1913 for
buy
"on
iarmers
time"
from
37,602.80
Value Must be Determined in
But
a
it's
strike
Total of time deposits subject to reserve
he
$1,
not.
the merchant and can't pav. and
has
more.
Mating 1922 Assessment
'
Items 32, 33, 34, and 35. .
the merchant goes broke.' It's
lhe year before the war he
37,602.90
All p .Tíoert.v of every kind in "called," that his is against, one
19. Bills payable, other than with Feredal
got 70 a bushel for his com;
one trying to beat the other, fel- - Harding County must be revaln- - that has been forced on him.
It's no riddle.' The farmer's now he gets about 40(f. But
low. Let's get together fol KS, A
Reserve Bank (including all oblf si i
trnnn Kit
igations representing money borrowed
fanners can regulate things if lessor under the terms of the strike is a buying strike and he AND HERE'S. THE BRUTAL
doesn't buy for the simple reason RUB before the war he paid
other than rediscounts)
10,000.00 they will, business needs ninny new law. This means that for the
'
that he can't.
Interest collected unearned
out,
one
$5.75 a ton for his coal (on the
class has no right to first tine in the nmmtv'a
204.60
And
because
pass their income tax on the torv ea h nam!
more
average).
milThis winter he pays
13
than
nA anA
nh
TOTAL
lion farming families in the Unit about $10.50 a ton. So, the pur$215,724.78
other,
to
needs
there
be
big
a
town
city,
or village resident ed States
State of New Mexico. Conntv nf Hüriin '.'óó,'
house cleaning cleaning of ones; must ba viewed and
buy, the busi- chasing value in coal of the 40
I, C. L. Justice, Cashier of the above - named bank, do solemnly
appraised, ness of thecannot
whole
country
puts
home
premises
about
is suf- he gets this winter for his corn
new
and all other other property clos-lif- e
swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
fering.
is only about 21 or 22.
m the home life, Why would- - ey investigated as to
actual val--n
asa belief.
v
t it in the business world.
Before the war the farmer got
What's going to be done about
ue. How would you like to be as
C. L. Justice, Cashier.
'
$7.60 per hundred pounds for his
,
it?
Correct Attest:
We are all entitled to absolute sesT!or?
.
Well, the great financiers of hogs; now, he gets about $7.30.
Realise the taik is a large one
justice
in every land that is pas- -'
F.S.Brown,
;
the
country are beginning to see For a wagon to haul the hogs to
'
allowance of $2,400 has
S. Floersheim,
sed. There is a way to keep f
the railroad, he paid $77 in 1913
that
the farmer must have
"s
H. B.Jones,
une tiuas i Lvui roiung meir Dur- ,
and' here's: that dirty rub
go
tM.
dens over on another's shoulders
Director.
?vaL d,eputies and the ex
now he pays $145 to $150
dealer s
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 9th., dry of January
but as ilong as fanners just loll tra incidental expenses. Four anl ?ne oodsfor
the
same wagon.
1922.
buJr
They
begin-Aare
?nd
ll
back and holler "can't," just months is allotted for the task.
KZ&al)
Paul Haines, Notary Public
The cotton farmer, it is true,
see
wil1
ingr.to
there
n
be
n
pros-iroturas
My term expires Aug. 22. 1922.
are
required
to
be
that long he will buy on time and
by May 1st, under a 25 pen- - pent for themselves and for gets $34 for a hundred pounds
break merchants and be called
of cotton,
where he got $26 be- ,.,
uuumcos ujai.,,.
dishonest and have no rating in aiij iui lanuie, me returns on
County Sup't. De Frees of Mos
war
'srenerallv
TYinmiova
lore
until
the
4
tho
But the majonty
linn
Miss
Roy
J
Helen
who
been
has
i
owv-"
:
""""TOS ui
aiiu lium piUUUCIS r.
the business world, just as long lire
quero attended the installation
13 million families can buv'of cotto" growers are small far,those
Hos- as he
head
Plumless
nurse
at
the
must
be
on
made
thd
basis
nf
caters
to
people that have
of the officers of the Rebekkah
mers raising only a few bales
mi
the necessities, and
t
Lodge in this place Friday even- - pital the past several months has no business ability to build up an possess.on January i, iDr
akes a nu8'h Pile of that
are
beginning
to wake. up to....
resigned her position to accept honest fegitimate necessary bus
the' an
fliifí,r
.1
j nlactones
i
Fí- "icii' ciusea
inn
011111 w maive xuu
another in California in one of
"
just expect to get their hv UPbuilfimfr that. dl,c safo
trvy tn wJriangmen in the cities ana idle
1US"
mucnt sood, does the
llow
onf",
the large hospitals of that State.
are
Vi
.
u.-.
... r ...
bv skmnino-: some . nnplmakp
.r. .
in
?ne nas m mv
rnr Vinmoo" """"
j muí
111 t
oo uu.
.. .
wnen
iv aneTTect nr thA innhi itir nf
.'
The Spanish American will keep
$76
MOKE for his wagon
farmer folks to buy the producte
Miss Roy informed of the work
man
ne aid before the war
fancy Comb : Extracted Honey on the mesa.
just that long will we stay in with e, if we have been con must, pay out almost his total
the back grounds. There are structive farmers, if we have
MSrnpJffi
For sale by the cate
fiftoo
profit
on a tfcaasand pounds r
see
NOTICE
plenty of men that are able, hon- - been industrious, we will nave
and in 5
cans
pounds
of that same light, fluffy
milHOnS by the U..
est and as true as the t
nM 'H.V1
men' enough to keen ns thrnno-stuff:.
b.
War
Cornnvntinn
finance
fn
lie tailed by all
The Roy Union Sunday School that wrote and adopted our con- - age. In is claimed
that 95 or 97 hundreds of country banks for I could cite instance after
Leading Grocers will serve, coffee, sandwiches and stitutkm, lets get together and
of the people are dependant the sole purpose
like these it works on alof lending that
Italian Bees and Queens
pie at the Home Bakery next collectively pick out good men as on someone else or on charity
.
money cheaply to the fanners. most everything the farmer proMonday. Make it a point to take leaders, usually self appointed when they get old. I would
hate As witness President Harding's duces, and buys.
your noon day lunch with the leaders are self interest seekers to be ore of them. I have heard
Look at the table that accomSunday School folks next Mon- instead of wanting to do some- people r,ay they intended to go to urgent advice to Congress to get
panies, this article.
T.O. Box
busy.
Springer, New Mex. day.
That tells
thing ereat for the dear people. the old soldiers', or some other
the story in figures.
And
so,
in
New York and
they just want the dear people
Now,, what is your congress
Clint Hester spent Sunday at to help them do something great too old to work, and I have no- - Washington, I find captains of
going to do to change the situathe LaCinta Canyons, the guest fnv thpmaplvps U'o oan't inrlivi- - tifprl tlot tliov qvp rnf iimAi'm. government putting their heads tion
What is the country going
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stone.
dually demand and get what we while they are young. As I have together to find the way out.v
do
to
to
the farmer buying
,"J
1J J
1..
nn.r iiuiii uidiiizicu v;iassca.
it u we US a IV-. lhe farmer is on a forced buy again andstart
ucocivc
oaiu iU
niu wuiiu uuu
return prosperity not
Mrs. J. S. Russel and W. L. Let's be enthusiastic an put our ing, we owe if to ourselves, and mSstrike, but he never strikes only to him but to all business,
I am a graduate from the
Saps work. He is alweys pro- - and all workingmen ?
Russel
drove to Rosebud last licks where they will count the more than that we owe the world QUCÍn
Missouri Auctioneering School.
ylrtn'fb nn.n ,.r. r
tí
.A Ortw.irtrt
TVirvof
n
flirt
nv4
...
,
...
.1
" VS VDQV in aim
uo
0
a iicitu
tiiuoi. laic ui ikx uuu uwc
vite wuiit: wc ale VUUIiy. vear out
'
iua1' s a yuesiion mat must oe
I will assure you of service Tuesday afternoon
mnH timac, n Z a
living, we owe it to our selves, Everyone
loves a bouyant
that brings results.
and more than that we owe the boy, that is enthuiastic and loves
Will be glad to cry your sale Chair bottoms all sizes and sha- world lots of good hard service, to wor1:, when we have an op- - knows that he will lose money on
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